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Abstract. A Klein surface may be seen as a Riemann surface X endowed
with an anti-holomorphic involution σ. The fundamental group of the Klein
surface (X,σ) is the orbifold fundamental group of [X/σ], the quotient orbifold
for the Z/2Z-action on X defined by σ, and its most basic yet most important
property is that it contains the topological fundamental group of X as an
index two subgroup. The goal of these lectures is to give an introduction to
the study of the fundamental group of a Klein surface. We start by reviewing
the topological classification of Klein surfaces and by explaining the relation
with real algebraic curves. Then we introduce the fundamental group of a Klein
surface and present its main basic properties. Finally, we study the variety of
unitary representations of this group and relate it to the representation variety
of the topological fundamental group of X.
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These notes are based on a series of three 1-hour lectures given in 2012 at the
CRM in Barcelona, as part of the event Master Class and Workshop on Repre-
sentations of Surface Groups, itself a part of the research program Geometry and
Quantization of Moduli Spaces. The goal of the lectures was to give an introduction
to the general theory of Klein surfaces, particularly the appropriate notion of funda-
mental groups for such surfaces, emphasizing throughout the analogy with a more
algebraic perspective on fundamental groups in real algebraic geometry. Indeed,
the topological fundamental group of a space X is usually defined in terms of paths
in X, as the set of homotopy classes of loops at given base point x ∈ X. Then,
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under mild topological assumptions on X, the universal cover (X̃, x̃) of (X,x) is
constructed and it is shown that the fundamental group of X at x is isomorphic to
the automorphism group of this universal cover and that intermediate covers cor-
respond to subgroups of the fundamental group. In SGA 1 (reprinted in [Gro03]),
Grothendieck used this last property of the fundamental group, that it classifies
covers of a connected space X, as a definition for the algebraic fundamental group
of a connected scheme over a field: the algebraic fundamental group is, in this case,
a Galois group for an appropriate category of covers of X, and it is an augmentation
of the absolute Galois group of the base field. He also showed that, in case X is a
complex algebraic variety, its algebraic fundamental group is the profinite comple-
tion of the topological fundamental group of the associated complex analytic space.
Reversing the perspective, one could say that the topological fundamental group
of a Riemann surface is the discrete analogue of the algebraic fundamental group
of a complex algebraic curve. From that point of view, the goal of these notes is
to explain what group is the discrete analogue of the algebraic fundamental group
when the complex curve is actually defined over the reals.

The complex analytic way to think about a real algebraic curve is as a pair
(X,σ) where X is a Riemann surface and σ is an anti-holomorphic involution of
X. Following the properties of the algebraic fundamental group exposed in SGA 1,
the discrete fundamental group of (X,σ) should be a group πR

1 ((X,σ);x) fitting in
the following short exact sequence

1 −→ π1(X;x) −→ πR
1 ((X,σ);x) −→ Gal(C/R) −→ 1,

where π1(X;x) is the topological fundamental group of X. The exact sequence
above says that πR

1 ((X,σ);x) is in fact the orbifold fundamental group of X/σ,
first defined in terms of orbifold paths by Thurston (see [Sco83] or [Rat06] for a
presentation of the general theory of orbifolds and Thurston’s definition). In these
lectures, we give a definition of πR

1 ((X,σ);x) in terms of covering spaces of the real
curve (X,σ).

The first section gives a brief account of the general theory of Real Riemann
surfaces and Klein surfaces, including the topological classification of compact, con-
nected, Real Riemann surfaces. In the second section, we define the fundamental
group of a Klein surface and show how it classifies real covering spaces of (X,σ).
And, in the third and final section, we study linear and unitary representations of
the fundamental group of a Klein surface and show how the unitary representation
variety of the orbifold fundamental group πR

1 ((X,σ);x) maps to the unitary repre-
sentation of the topological fundamental group π1(X;x), with its image contained
in the fixed-point set of an involution.
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Steven Bradlow and Óscar García Prada, program organizers Luis Álvarez-Cónsul
and Ignasi Mundet i Riera, and speakers and participants Olivier Guichard, Jacques
Hurtubise, Andrés Jaramillo Puentes, Melissa Liu, Gregor Masbaum, Toni Pantev
and Richard Wentworth.
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1. Klein surfaces and real algebraic curves

In this section, we review well-known material from the theory of Klein surfaces.
More complete references are provided by the survey papers of Natanzon ([Nat90])
and Huisman ([Hui00]), and by the book of Alling and Greenleaf ([AG71]).

1.1. Algebraic curves and two-dimensional manifolds. It is a very famil-
iar idea, since the work of Riemann, that to a non-singular complex algebraic
curve there is associated an orientable (in fact, oriented) real surface, i.e. a two-
dimensional manifold. Conversely, any compact, connected, orientable surface ad-
mits a structure of complex analytic manifold of dimension one (i.e. a Riemann
surface structure), with respect to which it embeds onto a complex submanifold of
CP3. By a theorem of Chow, the image of such an embedding is algebraic. It is
the goal of this subsection to briefly recall that real algebraic curves also have asso-
ciated surfaces, whose topology and geometry encode certain algebraic properties
of the curve.

We begin with a simple example. Let P ∈ R[x, y] be a non-constant polynomial
in two variables with real coefficients. Of course, P may also be seen as an element
of C[x, y]. We set

XP (C) := {(u, v) ∈ C2 | P (u, v) = 0}
and

XP (R) := {(u, v) ∈ R2 | P (u, v) = 0}.
XP (R) is a real plane curve and XP (C) is a complex plane curve. The complex
affine plane C2 is endowed with a real structure (=anti-holomorphic involution)

σ :
C2 −→ C2

(u, v) 7−→ (u, v)

and the real affine plane R2 ⊂ C2 is equal to Fix(σ). Since P has real coefficients,
XP (C) is σ-invariant and one has

XP (R) = Fix(σ|XP (C)).

In other words, the real solutions to the equation P = 0 are exactly the σ-invariant
complex solutions. Note that XP (R) may be empty, while, as a consequence of
Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz, XP (C) is always non-empty, the point being that there
is an immediate gain in considering the pair (XP (C), σ) in place of XP (R) : one
is certain never to be talking about the empty set. But there is more underlying
structure to this story. Assume that the partial derivatives ∂P∂u and ∂P

∂v do not simul-
taneously vanish at points of XP (C). Then XP (C), in the topology induced by the
usual topology of C2, admits a structure of Riemann surface (=a holomorphic atlas
locally modeled on open sets of C; see for instance [Don11]), and the real structure
σ : (u, v) 7−→ (u, v) of C2 induces an anti-holomorphic involution of XP (C), whose
fixed-point set is XP (R). The previous example motivates the following definition.

Definition 1.1 (Real Riemann surface). A Real Riemann surface is a pair
(Σ, τ) where Σ is a Riemann surface and τ is an anti-holomorphic involution of Σ :

• ∀x ∈ Σ, the tangent map Txτ : TxΣ −→ Tτ(x)Σ is a C-anti-linear map (in
particular τ 6= IdΣ).

• τ2 = IdΣ.
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We shall call such a τ a real structure on Σ.
A homomorphism of Real Riemann surfaces

f : (Σ, τ) −→ (Σ′, τ ′)

is a holomorphic map f : Σ −→ Σ′ such that f ◦ τ = τ ′ ◦ f .

A Real Riemann surface (Σ, τ) is called connected (resp. compact) if Σ is con-
nected (resp. compact). A Real Riemann surface is an example of a Real space in
the sense of Atiyah ([Ati66]). That is why we write the word Real with a capital R,
following Atiyah’s convention. We will often say real algebraic curve or real curve
in place of Real Riemann surface.

The next example shows that, given a real curve (Σ, τ), the quotient surface Σ/τ
has an algebraic significance (we denote by Σ/τ the quotient of Σ by the Z/2Z-
action defined by τ). Let VR := SpmR[T ] be the set of maximal ideals of the ring
R[T ], and denote by VC := SpmC[T ]. Maximal ideals of C[T ] (resp. R[T ]) are
those generated by irreducible polynomials, so

VC = {(T − z) : z ∈ C}
and

VR = {(T − a) : a ∈ R} ∪ {(T 2 + bT + c) : b, c ∈ R | b2 − 4c < 0}.
In particular, there is a bijection VC ' C and the real structure σ : z 7−→ z of C
induces an involution (T − z) 7−→ (T − z) of VC, whose fixed-point set is

{(T − a) : a ∈ R} ' R = Fix(σ) ⊂ C.
If Im z 6= 0, the set {z; z} is the set of roots of the real polynomial T 2−(z+z)T+zz,
whose discriminant is

b2 − 4c = (z + z)2 − 4|z|2 = (z − z)2 = −4(Im z)2 < 0.

Conversely, a real polynomial of the form T 2 + bT + c satisfying b2 − 4c < 0 has a
unique complex root z such that Im z > 0, the other root being z. In other words,
there is a bijection

VR '
{

orbits of {IdC;σ} ' Gal(C/R) in VC
}

= VC/σ.

In particular, as a set,

VC/σ = C/σ ' {z ∈ C | Im z ≥ 0} =: C+

is the "closed" upper half-plane. Thus, the algebraic object VR = SpmR[T ] is
naturally in bijection with a surface with boundary, namely the closed upper half-
plane C/σ. This suggests considering general quotients of the form Σ/τ , where
(Σ, τ) is a Real Riemann surface in the sense of Definition 1.1.

By construction, Σ/τ is a two-dimensional manifold with boundary. It may be
non-orientable and the boundary may be empty. The first thing to observe is that
there is a good notion of function on Σ/τ . Indeed, if we denote by

p : Σ −→ Σ/τ

the canonical projection and OΣ the sheaf of holomorphic functions on Σ, then the
group Z/2Z = {IdΣ; τ} acts on the direct image p∗OΣ by

(1.1) (τ · f)(x) := f
(
τ(x)

)
.

This is well-defined because a local section f of p∗OΣ is, by definition, a holomorphic
function defined on a τ -invariant open subset of Σ, and then so is τ · f defined as
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above. Let us denote by (p∗OΣ)τ the subsheaf of τ -invariant local sections of p∗OΣ.
Then, any local section of (p∗OΣ)τ defines a continuous complex-valued function
on Σ/τ :

(1.2) f̂ :
V := U/τ −→ C

[z] 7−→ ψ ◦ f(z)

where U is a τ -invariant open subset of Σ and ψ is the folding map

(1.3) ψ :
C −→ C+

x+ iy 7−→ x+ i|y|

(we recall that we identify C/σ with the closed upper half-plane {z ∈ C | Im z ≥
0} ⊂ C). It is easy to check that (1.2) is well-defined on U/τ (for, if f ∈ (p∗OΣ)τ ,
then f(τ(z)) = f(z), so ψ ◦ f(τ(z)) = ψ ◦ f(z)).

Proposition 1.2. Given a Real Riemann surface (Σ, τ), the canonical projection
p : Σ −→ Σ/τ induces a diffeomorphism between Fix(τ) ⊂ Σ and the boundary of
Σ/τ . Any local section of (p∗OΣ)τ is R-valued on ∂(Σ/τ) and (p∗OΣ)τ is a subsheaf
of the sheaf of continuous functions on Σ/τ .

Proof. A local section of (p∗OΣ)τ is a holomorphic function f : U −→ C defined on
a τ -invariant open subset U of Σ and satisfying, for all x ∈ U ,

f
(
τ(x)

)
= f(x).

In particular, if τ(x) = x, then f(x) ∈ R. �

As a simple example of a Real Riemann surface, consider the Riemann sphere
CP1 = C ∪ {∞} with real structure τ : z 7−→ z, whose fixed-point set is the circle
RP1 = R ∪ {∞}. Another real structure on CP1 is given by τ0 : z 7−→ − 1

z , which
has no fixed points. These two real structures are the only possible ones on CP1

(see Exercise 1.1). Examples of real structures on compact curves of genus 1 are
given in Exercise 1.2.

1.2. Topological types of real curves. The goal of this subsection is to provide
topological intuition on real algebraic curves (Σ, τ), as well as a very useful classifi-
cation result. This begins with a topological understanding of the fixed-point set Στ

(the topological surface Σ/τ will also play a rôle later on). We assume throughout
that Σ is compact and connected and we denote by g its genus.

Proposition 1.3. Let (Σ, τ) be a compact connected Real Riemann surface. Then
the fixed-point set Στ := Fix(τ) is a finite union of circles.

Proof. Let x ∈ Σ and let (U,ϕ) be a τ -invariant holomorphic chart about x. In the
chart, the map z 7−→ τ(z) is a bijective holomorphic map, so it is locally holomor-
phically conjugate to z 7−→ z (a general holomorphic map is locally holomorphically
conjugate to z 7→ zk, see for instance [Sza09]; it is bijective if and only if k = 1). So
τ is locally holomorphically conjugate to z 7−→ z. In particular, Στ = Fix(τ) is a
1-dimensional real (analytic) manifold. Since Σ is compact, Στ is compact and has
a finite number of connected components, each of which is a compact connected
1-dimensional real manifold, therefore diffeomorphic to a circle. �

Definition 1.4. A fixed point of τ in Σ is called a real point of (Σ, τ) and a
connected component of Στ is called a circle of real points.
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The first step into the topological classification of real curves is provided by
Harnack’s inequality1, which gives a topological upper bound on the number of
connected components of Στ (topological in the sense that it does not depend on
the choice of the complex structure on Σ, only on its genus). We give a differential-
geometric proof which uses the classification of surfaces (which one can read about
for instance in [Don11]).

Theorem 1.5 (Harnack’s inequality, [Har76]). Let (Σ, τ) be a Real Riemann sur-
face and let k be the number of connected components of Στ . Then k ≤ g + 1. If
k = g + 1, then Σ/τ is homeomorphic to a sphere minus g + 1 discs.

It should be noted that, in full strength, Theorem 1.5 says that the above bound
is optimal : for any g ≥ 0, there exists a Real Riemann surface (Σ, τ) such that Στ

has exactly (g + 1) connected components.

Lemma 1.6. The Euler characteristic of Σ and Σ/τ are related in the following
way :

χ(Σ/τ) =
1

2
χ(Σ) = 1− g.

Proof. The canonical projection p : Σ −→ Σ/τ is two-to-one outside ∂(Σ/τ) and
induces by restriction a diffeomorphism Στ ' ∂(Σ/τ). Starting from a triangulation
T of Σ/τ , the pullback under p of any triangle not intersecting ∂(Σ/τ) (call this
type (a), say) gives two disjoint triangles in Σ (provided the triangles in the original
triangulation T are small enough, which can be assumed). The pullback of a triangle
having a vertex on ∂(Σ/τ) (call this type (b)) gives two triangles in Σ having exactly
one vertex in common. And the pullback of a triangle having an edge on ∂(Σ/τ)
(call this type (c)) gives two triangles in Σ having exactly one edge in common.
Since ∂(Σ/τ) is a union of k circles, its Euler characteristic is zero. So, in the
triangulation T , there are as many triangles of type (b) as those of type (c). In
particular, in the triangulation T , the number v1 of vertices lying in ∂(Σ/τ) is equal
to the number e1 of edges lying in ∂(Σ/τ). We denote by v2 (resp. e2, resp. c) the
number of remaining vertices (resp. edges, resp. faces) in T . Then

χ(Σ/τ) = (v1 + v2)− (e1 + e2) + c = v2 − e2 + c

and, using the pullback triangulation p∗T of Σ described above,

χ(Σ) = (v1 + 2v2)− (e1 + 2e2) + 2c = 2v2 − 2e2 + 2c = 2χ(Σ/τ). �

Proof of Theorem 1.5. Σ/τ is a compact connected surface with k boundary com-
ponents. It follows from the classification of surfaces that

χ(Σ/τ) ≤ 2− k.

Indeed, if Σ/τ is orientable, it is either a sphere minus k discs (in which case
χ(Σ/τ) = 2−k) or a connected sum of ĝ tori minus k discs (in which case χ(Σ/τ) =
2 − 2ĝ − k < 2 − k). If Σ/τ is non-orientable, it is a connected sum of h ≥ 1 real
projective planes RP2 minus k discs (in which case χ(Σ/τ) = 2 − h − k < 2 − k).
Consequently, using Lemma 1.6, we have

2− k ≥ χ(Σ/τ) = 1− g

1As a matter of fact, Harnack proved Theorem 1.5 for real plane curves and Klein was the one
who proved it for arbitrary real curves, as was pointed out to the author by Erwan Brugallé.
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so k ≤ g + 1. Moreover, if k = g + 1 then χ(Σ/τ) = 2 − k and we have seen in
the course of the proof that this happens only if Σ/τ is homeomorphic to a sphere
minus k discs. �

It is clear from the definition of a homomorphism of real curves that the genus
g and the number k of connected components of Στ are topological invariants of
(Σ, τ). Indeed, if f : Σ −→ Σ′ is a homeomorphism such that f ◦ τ = τ ′ ◦ f , then
f(Στ ) ⊂ (Σ′)τ

′
and f induces a bijection connected components of Στ and those of

(Σ′)τ
′
. Let us now set

(1.4) a =

{
0 if Σ \ Στ is not connected,
1 if Σ \ Στ is connected.

In particular, if k = 0, then a = 1. The real structure τ is called dividing if a = 0
and non-dividing if a = 1. One sometimes finds the opposite convention in the
literature but we do not know of a reason to prefer one or the other.

The rest of this subsection is devoted to showing that (g, k, a) are complete
topological invariants of real curves. The main tool to prove this classification
result is the notion of double of any given compact connected surface S.

Definition 1.7. Let S be a compact connected surface. A double for S is a
triple (P, σ, q) where P is an orientable surface with empty boundary, σ is an
orientation-reversing involution of P and q : P −→ S is a continuous map inducing
a homeomorphism q : P/σ

'−→ S. A homomorphism of doubles is a continous map
ϕ : P −→ P ′ such that ϕ ◦ σ = σ′ ◦ ϕ.

Note that the notion of orientation-reversing self-diffeomorphism makes sense on P
even without the choice of an orientation. We warn the reader that the terminology
of Definition 1.7 is not entirely standard (compare [Nat90, AG71]). Whatever
the terminology, the point is to have the surface P be orientable and with empty
boundary and σ be orientation-reversing. As a matter of fact, we explicitly want
the surface P to be constructed from S as follows.

First case : S is orientable. Then S is homeomorphic either to a genus ĝ = 0
surface minus r discs (r ≥ 0) or to a connected sum of ĝ tori minus r discs (ĝ ≥ 1,
r ≥ 0). We denote by Σĝ,r these surfaces. Let Σ

(1)
ĝ,r and Σ

(2)
ĝ,r be two copies of Σĝ,r

and set
P :=

(
Σ

(1)
ĝ,r t Σ

(2)
ĝ,r

)/
∼

where x ∈ ∂Σ
(1)
ĝ,l+m is glued to x ∈ ∂Σ

(2)
ĝ,l+m. In particular, if r ≥ 1, P is a

closed orientable surface of genus 2ĝ+ r− 1. An involution σ is defined by sending
x ∈ Σ

(1)
ĝ,r to x ∈ Σ

(2)
ĝ,r. Because of the way the gluing is made, σ is orientation-

reversing. The fixed-point set of σ in P has r connected components and the
map q : P −→ Σĝ,r sending x ∈ Σ

(i)
ĝ,r to x ∈ Σĝ,r is well-defined and induces a

homeomorphism P/σ ' Σĝ,r. Note that P is connected if and only if r ≥ 1, i.e.
if the original orientable surface S has a non-empty boundary. This is the case of
interest to us.

Second case : S is non-orientable Then S contains an open Möbius band and
there exists a unique integer m = 1 or 2 and m disjoint open Möbius bands U1, Um
contained in S such that the compact connected surface

S′ := S \ (U1 ∪ Um)
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is orientable (see [Mas91] or [Don11]). If S has, say, l boundary components (l ≥ 0),
then S′ ' Σĝ,l+m for some ĝ ≥ 0. We denote by

∂Σĝ,l+m = A1 t · · ·Al tB1 tBm.

Each Bj is a circle hence carries a fixed-point free involution σj (think of z 7−→ −z
on S1). We form

P :=
(

Σ
(1)
ĝ,l+m t Σ

(2)
ĝ,l+m

)/
∼

where we identify a point x of A(1)
i with x ∈ A(2)

i , and a point x ∈ B(1)
j with the

point σj(x) ∈ B
(2)
j . In particular, P is a connected closed orientable surface of

genus 2ĝ+ (l+m)− 1. An orientation-reversing involution σ is defined by sending
x ∈ Σ

(1)
ĝ,r to x ∈ Σ

(2)
ĝ,r. Because of the involutions σj used in defining the gluing, the

fixed-point set of σ has l (not l+m) connected components (namely the circles Ai)
and σ restricted to the circle Bj is σj . In particular, P/σ is homeomorphic to S
(not to S′).

Given a compact connected surface S, we denote by (PS , σS) the double of S
whose construction is given above. Note that to each (PS , τS) there is associated
a triple (gS , kS , aS), where gS is the genus of P , kS is the number of connected
components of Fix(σS) (=the number of connected components of ∂S) and aS = 0
or 1 is defined as in (1.4) depending on whether PS\PσSS is connected. The following
observations are direct consequences of the construction of (PS , σS) for a given S :

• S is non-orientable if and only if PS \ PσSS is connected (i.e. aS = 1).
• Two compact connected surfaces S and S′ are homeomorphic if and only if

there is a homeomorphism ϕ : PS −→ PS′ such that ϕ ◦ σS = σS′ ◦ ϕ.
• S is homeomorphic to S′ if and only if (gS , kS , aS) = (gS′ , kS′ , aS′).

As a consequence, taking into account the classification of surfaces, one has : if
(P, σ) is a pair consisting of a closed orientable surface and an orientation-reversing
involution and if S := P/σ, then there is a homeomorphism ϕ : PS −→ P such that
ϕ ◦ σS = σ ◦ P . We have thus almost proved the following result, due to Weichold,
which gives the topological classification of Real Riemann surfaces.

Theorem 1.8 (Weichold’s theorem, [Wei83]). Let (Σ, τ) and (Σ′, τ ′) be two com-
pact connected Real Riemann surfaces. Then the following conditions are equiva-
lent :

(1) There exists a homeomorphism ϕ : Σ −→ Σ′ such that ϕ ◦ τ = τ ′ ◦ ϕ.
(2) Σ/τ is homeomorphic to Σ′/τ ′.
(3) (g, k, a) = (g′, k′, a′).

The triple (g, k, a) is called the topological type of the Real Riemann surface (Σ, τ).
It is subject to the following conditions :

(1) if a = 0, then 1 ≤ k ≤ g + 1 and k ≡ (g + 1) (mod 2),
(2) if a = 1, then 0 ≤ k ≤ g.

Note that, in full strength, Weichold’s theorem says that for each triple (g, k, a)
satisfying the conditions above, there actually exists a real algebraic curve with
topological type (g, k, a).

Proof of Theorem 1.8. There only remains to prove that (g, k, a) must satisfy the
conditions listed in the theorem. Note that 0 ≤ k ≤ g + 1 by Harnack’s Theorem
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1.5 and that if k = 0, then a = 1 by definition of a (see (1.4)). If a = 0, then Σ/τ
is orientable and homeomorphic to Σĝ,k for some ĝ ≥ 0, so

χ(Σ/τ) = 2− 2ĝ − k.

But, by Lemma 1.6,

χ(Σ/τ) =
1

2
χ(Σ) = 1− g,

so k = g + 1 − 2ĝ ≡ g + 1 (mod 2). If a = 1, then Σ/τ is non-orientable and is
therefore a connected sum of h ≥ 1 real projective planes RP2, minus k discs. So
χ(Σ/τ) = 2− h− k and again χ(Σ/τ) = 1− g, so k − g = 1− h ≤ 0. �

1.3. Dianalytic structures on surfaces. In this subsection, a surface will be a 2-
dimensional topological manifold (in particular, Hausdorff and second countable),
possibly with boundary. It is well-known that a compact, connected, orientable
surface admits a structure of complex analytic manifold of dimension one (if the
surface has a boundary, the statement should be taken to mean that it is a compact
submanifold with boundary inside an open Riemann surface, as we shall see later).
The goal of the present subsection is to recall what type of structure one may put
on the surface when it is not necessarily orientable: then it admits a structure
of complex dianalytic manifold of dimension one, also known as a Klein surface.
The reference text for the general theory of Klein surface is the book by Alling
and Greenleaf ([AG71]). Dianalytic structures have recently found applications
in open Gromov-Witten theory (see [Liu02]). In what follows, we use the terms
’holomorphic’ and ’analytic’ interchangeably. We recall that, if U is an open subset
of C, a function f : U −→ C is called analytic if ∂f = 0 in U and anti-analytic if
∂f = 0.

Definition 1.9 (Dianalytic function, open case). Let U be an open subset of C.
A function f : U −→ C is called dianalytic in U if its restriction f |V to any given
component V of U satisfies either ∂(f |V ) = 0 or ∂(f |V ) = 0, i.e. f restricted to
such a connected component is either analytic or anti-analytic.

In order to put atlases with analytic or dianalytic transition maps on surfaces of
the generality considered in this subsection, it is necessary to extend the notion of
dianalyticity to the boundary case.

Definition 1.10 (Analytic and dianalytic functions, boundary case). Let A be an
open subset of the closed upper half-plane C+ := {z ∈ C | Im z ≥ 0}. A function
f : A −→ C+ is called analytic (resp dianalytic) on A if there exists an open subset
U of C such that U ⊃ A and f is the restriction to A of an analytic (resp dianalytic)
function on U .

The next result will be key when relating Klein surfaces (Definition 1.12) and Real
Riemann surfaces (Definition 1.1).

Theorem 1.11 (The Schwarz reflection principle, e.g. [Con78]). Let A be an open
subset of C+ = {z ∈ C | Im z ≥ 0} and let f : A −→ C+ be a function satisfying :

(1) f is continuous on A,
(2) f is analytic in the interior of A,
(3) f(A ∩ R) ⊂ R.
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Then there exists a unique analytic function

F : A ∪A −→ C,

defined on the open subset A ∪A of C, such that :
(1) F |A = f ,
(2) ∀ z ∈ A ∪A, F (z) = F (z).

We can now define Klein surfaces as objects that naturally generalize Riemann
surfaces. In particular, this will handle the case of Riemann surfaces with boundary.

Definition 1.12 (Klein surface). A Klein surface is a surface Σ equipped with
an atlas (Ui, ϕi) satisfying :

(1) ϕi : Ui −→ Vi is a homeomorphism onto an open subset Vi of C+ = {z ∈
C | Im z ≥ 0},

(2) if Ui ∩ Uj 6= ∅, the map

ϕi ◦ ϕ−1
j : ϕj(Ui ∩ Uj) −→ ϕi(Ui ∩ Uj)

is dianalytic.
Such an atlas will be called a dianalytic atlas.
ARiemann surface with boundary is a surface Σ equipped with an atlas (Ui, ϕi)
satisfying :

(1) ϕi : Ui −→ Vi is a homeomorphism onto an open subset Vi of C+ = {z ∈
C | Im z ≥ 0},

(2) if Ui ∩ Uj 6= ∅, the map

ϕi ◦ ϕ−1
j : ϕj(Ui ∩ Uj) −→ ϕi(Ui ∩ Uj)

is analytic.
Such an atlas will be called an analytic atlas. It can only exist on an orientable
surface.

So a Riemann surface in the usual sense is a Riemann surface with boundary and
a Riemann surface with boundary is a Klein surface with a dianalytic atlas which
is in fact analytic. As an example, any open subset A of C+ is a Riemann surface
with (possibly empty) boundary. More interesting examples are provided by the
following result.

Theorem 1.13 ([AG71]). Let S be a compact connected topological surface, possibly
non-orientable and with boundary. Then there exists a dianalytic atlas on S. If S
is orientable, there exists an analytic atlas on it.

The notion of homomorphism of Klein surfaces is somewhat more intricate.

Definition 1.14. A homomorphism between two Klein surfaces Σ and Σ′ is a
continuous map f : Σ −→ Σ′ such that :

(1) f(∂Σ) ⊂ ∂Σ′,
(2) for any x ∈ Σ, there exist analytic charts ϕ : U

'−→ V and ϕ′ : U ′
'−→ V ′,

respectively about x ∈ Σ and f(x) ∈ Σ′, and an analytic map F : ϕ(U) −→
C such that the following diagram, involving the folding map

ψ :
C −→ C+

x+ iy 7−→ x+ i|y|
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is commutative :
U

f //

ϕ

��

U ′

ϕ′

��
V

F // C
ψ // V ′.

As an example, the Schwarz reflection principle implies that a dianalytic function
f : A −→ C+ which is real on the boundary of A is a homomorphism of Klein
surfaces (Exercise 1.10). The next result relates Klein surfaces to Real Riemann
surfaces.

Theorem 1.15 ([AG71]). Let Σ be a Klein surface. Then there exist a Real Rie-
mann surface (Σ̃, τ) and a homomorphism of Klein surfaces p : Σ̃ −→ Σ such that
p ◦ τ = p and the induced map p̄ : Σ̃/τ

'−→ Σ is an isomorphism of Klein surfaces.
The triple (Σ̃, τ, p) is called an analytic double of Σ.
If (Σ̃′, τ ′, p′) is another analytic double of Σ, then there exists an analytic isomor-
phism f : Σ −→ Σ̃ such that f ◦ τ = τ ′ ◦ f , i.e (Σ, τ) and (Σ′, τ ′) are isomorphic as
Real Riemann surfaces, and this construction defines an equivalence of categories
between the category of Klein surfaces and the category of Real Riemann surfaces.

The last statement means that, given a Real Riemann surface (Σ, τ), the quotient
Σ/τ is a Klein surface with analytic double (Σ, τ) and that homomorphisms between
two Klein surfaces Σ1 and Σ2 correspond bijectively to homomorphisms of Real
Riemann surfaces between their analytic doubles. Note that an analytic double
of a Klein surface is a double in the sense of Definition 1.7 (we recall that Real
Riemann surfaces in these notes have empty boundary). If the Klein surface Σ is in
fact a Riemann surface (without boundary), its analytic double is Σ̃ = ΣtΣ, where
Σ denotes the surface Σ where holomorphic functions have been replaced by anti-
holomorphic functions (in particular, the identity map Σ −→ Σ of the underlying
sets is anti-holomorphic and therefore defines a real structure on Σ̃). Other notions
of doubles are presented in [AG71] (the orienting double and the Schottky double).
It is not so difficult to sketch a proof of the existence of an analytic double of a
given Klein surface Σ. If (ϕi : Ui

'−→ Vi)i∈I is a dianalytic atlas for Σ, form the
open sets Wi = Vi ∪ Vi in C and consider the topological space Ω := ti∈IWi. For
simplicity, we assume that the Vi are all discs or half-discs in C+. If ϕi ◦ ϕ−1

j is
analytic, we glue ϕj(Ui ∩ Uj) ⊂ Vj to ϕi(Ui ∩ Uj) ⊂ Vi and ϕj(Ui ∩ Uj) ⊂ Vj
to ϕi(Ui ∩ Uj) ⊂ Vi. If ϕi ◦ ϕ−1

j is anti-analytic, we glue ϕj(Ui ∩ Uj) ⊂ Vj to
ϕi(Ui ∩ Uj) ⊂ Vi and ϕj(Ui ∩ Uj) ⊂ Vj to ϕi(Ui ∩ Uj) ⊂ Vi. This defines an
equivalence relation ∼ on Ω and we set Σ̃ := Ω/ ∼, with the quotient topology. We
let [Wi] denote the image of Wi ⊂ Ω under the canonical projection to Σ̃. There
is a canonical homeomorphism zi : [Wi] −→ Wi and we note that Σ̃ has empty
boundary. By definition of the gluing on Ω, the map zi ◦ z−1

j is always analytic :
for instance, if ϕi ◦ ϕ−1

j is anti-analytic, then zi ◦ z−1
j is the map

v 7−→

{
ϕi ◦ ϕ−1

j (v) if v ∈ Vj
ϕi ◦ ϕ−1

j (v) if v ∈ Vj
so it is analytic by virtue of the Schwarz reflection principle (which is only used,
really, in the case where Vi ∩ Vj intersects R in C+). The real structure τ on Σ̃ is
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just complex conjugations in the local charts ([Wi], zi) and, if read in local analytic
charts, the projection p : Σ̃ −→ Σ takes x = a +

√
−1 b ∈ Wi to a +

√
−1 |b|, so it

is a homomorphism of Klein surfaces. We refer to [AG71] for the rest of the proof
of Theorem 1.15.

Remark 1.16. In the rest of these notes, we will only be interested in connected
Real Riemann surfaces (Σ, τ), i.e Klein surfaces Σ/τ whose underlying topological
surface is either non-orientable or has non-empty boundary (both properties may
hold at the same time). We will no longer deal with dianalytic structures and
therefore we shall often call the pair (Σ, τ) itself a Klein surface.

Exercise 1.1.Recall that Aut(CP1) '
PGL(2;C), acting by homographic
transformations. By analysing what it
means to be an element of order 2 in
that group, show that the only possible
real structures on CP1 are z 7−→ z and
z 7−→ − 1

z .

Exercise 1.2. Let a, b, c be three dis-
tinct complex numbers such that the
set {a; b; c} ⊂ C is invariant under com-
plex conjugation in C. Consider the
real elliptic curve defined by the equa-
tion P (x, y) = 0 where

P (x, y) = y2 − (x− a)(x− b)(x− c).

a. Show that if a, b, c are real numbers,
then the real plane curve defined by P
has two connected components (in the
usual Hausdorff topology of R2).
b. Show that if for instance a is not
real, then the real plane curve defined
by P has only one connected compo-
nent.
c. What is the topological type of the
real projective curve defined by P in
each of the two cases above?

Exercise 1.3. Let P ∈ C[x, y] be a
non-constant polynomial in two vari-
ables with complex coefficients. Show
that

XP (C) = {(u, v) ∈ C2 | P (u, v) = 0}

is a non-compact Riemann surface.

Exercise 1.4. Show that the sheaf
(p∗OΣ)τ defined in (1.1) is a sheaf of
R-algebras on Σ/τ and that, via (1.2),

it is a subsheaf of the sheaf of smooth
functions on Σ/τ .

Exercise 1.5. a. Show that if (P, σ) is
an orientable surface endowed with an
orientation-reversing involution, then
Pσ is a union of at most (g+ 1) circles.
Indication : It suffices to prove that Pσ
is a 1-dimensional manifold and to re-
produce the proof of Theorem 1.5 (the
point being to prove Proposition 1.3
without using complex analytic struc-
tures and the normal form of holomor-
phic maps).
b. Show that, in contrast, an
orientation-preserving involution of an
orientable surface has 0-dimensional
fixed-point set.

Exercise 1.6. Prove the classical rela-
tion for connected sums of surfaces

χ(S1#S2) = χ(S1) + χ(S2)− 2.

Check the proof of Theorem 1.5 again.

Exercise 1.7. Draw a picture of an
orientation-reversing involution σ of an
oriented surface P of genus g having ex-
actly (g + 1) circles of real points.

Exercise 1.8. Let Σ be a compact con-
nected Riemann surface of genus g.
a. Show that there are

[
3g+4

2

]
topolog-

ical types of real structures on Σ.
b. Compute this number for low values
of g and identify topologically in each
case the surface Σ/τ . Indication : Use
Weichold’s Theorem (Theorem 1.8) and
distinguish cases according to whether
g is even or odd.
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Exercise 1.9. a. Show that func-
tions defined on open subsets of the
closed upper half-plane C+ that sat-
isfy assumptions (1), (2), (3) of the
Schwarz reflection principle (Theorem
1.11) form a sheaf of R-algebras.
b. Show that the locally ringed space
(A,DA) thus defined is isomorphic to
(U/σ, (p∗OU )σ), where U = A ∪ A, σ
is complex conjugation, and (p∗OU )σ is
defined as in Exercise 1.4.

Exercise 1.10. Let A be an open sub-
set of the closed upper half-plane C+.
Show that a dianalytic function f :
A −→ C+ is a homomorphism of Klein
surfaces.

Exercise 1.11. A real curve (Σ, τ)
such that k = g + 1 is called a max-
imal curve (or M -curve). Show that
k = g+1 if and only if the sum of Betti
numbers of Στ (do not forget to sum
over the (g + 1) connected components
of Στ ) is equal to the sum of Betti num-
bers of Σ. Using mod 2 coefficients, this
gives a way to generalize Harnack’s in-
equality to higher-dimensional (smooth
and projective) real algebraic varieties:
the total mod 2 Betti number of the real
part is lower or equal to the total mod 2
Betti number of the complex part; this
is known as the Milnor-Thom inequal-
ity ([Mil64, Tho65]).

2. The fundamental group of a real algebraic curve

2.1. A short reminder on the fundamental group of a Riemann surface.
The topological fundamental group π1(X;x) of a connected pointed topological
space (X,x) is usually taken to be the group of homotopy classes of continuous
maps γ : [0; 1] −→ X such that γ(0) = γ(1) = x (also called a loop at x). In what
follows, we will often simply denote by γ the homotopy class of the loop γ (this
should result in no confusion). A key feature of this group is that it acts to the
left on the fibre at x of any topological covering map p : Y −→ X. Indeed, this is
a consequence of the following lemma (we assume throughout that X is connected
and that X and Y are Hausdorff spaces).

Lemma 2.1 (Lifting of paths and homotopies). Let γ : [0; 1] −→ X be a path
starting at x (i.e. a continuous map γ : [0; 1] −→ X such that γ(0) = x) and let
p : Y → X be a topological covering map.

(1) Given y ∈ p−1({x}), there exists a unique path γ̃ : [0; 1] −→ Y such that
p ◦ γ̃ = γ and γ̃(0) = y.

(2) If γ′ is homotopic to γ , then γ̃′ is homotopic to γ̃. In particular, γ̃′(1) =
γ̃(1).

We refer for instance to [For91] for a proof of Lemma 2.1. The condition that
p ◦ γ̃ = γ implies that, given a point y ∈ p−1({x}) and a loop γ at x, the element

(2.1) γ y y := γ̃(1)

belongs to p−1({x}) and that γ y y only depends on the homotopy class of γ. The
convention on path composition which we use in these notes is

(2.2) (γ ∗ γ′)(t) =

{
γ′(2t) if 0 ≤ t ≤ 1

2
γ(2t− 1) if 1

2 ≤ t ≤ 1

(first travel γ′, then γ), so (2.1) indeed defines a left action of π1(X;x) on the fibre
at x of any given topological cover of base X.
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Definition 2.2 (Monodromy action). Given a topological cover p : Y −→ X of
base X, a point x ∈ X and a point y ∈ p−1({x}), the left action

γ y y := γ̃(1)

defined by lifting of loops at x (i.e. γ̃ is the unique path in Y satisfying p ◦ γ̃ = γ
and γ̃(0) = y ∈ Y ) is called the monodromy action.

The monodromy action is functorial in the following sense : given p : Y −→ X and
q : Z → X two covers of X and a homomorphism

Y
ϕ //

p   

Z

q~~
X

between them, the induced map

ϕx : p−1({x}) −→ q−1({x})

is π1(X;x)-equivariant. Indeed, if γ̃ satisfies p ◦ γ̃ = γ and γ̃(0) = y ∈ p−1({x}),
then ϕ ◦ γ̃ satisfies

q ◦ (ϕ ◦ γ̃) = (q ◦ ϕ) ◦ γ̃ = p ◦ γ̃ = γ

and (ϕ ◦ γ̃)(0) = ϕ(y), so

(2.3) γ y ϕ(y) = (ϕ ◦ γ̃)(1) = ϕ(γ̃(1)) = ϕ(γ y y).

This, in effect, turns π1(X;x) into the automorphism group of the functor taking a
cover of base X to its fibre at x. For a connected, Hausdorff and locally simply con-
nected topological space X, however, the existence of a universal cover X̃ simplifies
matters much.

Definition 2.3 (Universal cover). Let X be a connected topological space and let
p : X̃ −→ X be a topological covering map. It is called a universal cover for X
if X̃ is connected and if, given x ∈ X and x̃ ∈ X̃, the following universal property
is satisfied : for any connected cover q : Y −→ X and any choice of y ∈ p−1({x}),
there exists a unique topological covering map r : X̃ −→ Y such that q ◦ r = p and
q(x̃) = y :

(X̃, x̃)

p

��

∃ ! r

##
(Y, y)

q
{{

(X,x)

It is important to observe that the universal property above is one that is satisfied
by the homomorphism of pointed spaces p : (X̃, x̃) −→ (X,x). We shall henceforth
always assume that our universal covering maps are homomorphisms of pointed
spaces, even if the notation does not explicitly reflect that a point x̃ ∈ p−1({x})
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has been chosen. We point out that the usual construction2 of p : X̃ −→ X as the
set of homotopy classes of paths η : [0; 1]→ X starting at x, p being the map taking
η to η(1), depends on the choice of x ∈ X but then defines a distinguished point
x̃ ∈ p−1({x}), namely the homotopy class of the constant path at x. Moreover,
there is a natural action of π1(X;x) on X̃ in this model, which is a right action :

(2.4) ∀η ∈ X̃, ∀γ ∈ π1(X;x), η x γ := η ∗ γ

(recall : first travel γ then η, so η∗γ is indeed a path starting at x in X). Evidently,
(2.4) defines a right action of π1(X;x) on X̃ and it is an action by automorphisms
of the covering map p : X̃ −→ X since

p(η ∗ γ) = (η ∗ γ)(1) = η(1) = p(η)

(recall that the group of automorphisms of a cover p : X̃ −→ X is

Aut(X̃/X) := {f : X̃ −→ X̃ | p ◦ f = p}

with group structure given by the composition of maps). Note that this construc-
tion defines a map from π1(X;x) to Aut(X̃/X). In Proposition 2.4, we give a
construction of that same map without using loops at x.

Because of its universal property, a pointed universal cover p : (X̃, x̃) −→ (X,x),
if it exists, is unique up to unique isomorphism. It is a theorem that, if p : X̃ −→
X is a topological covering map between Hausdorff spaces and if X̃ is connected
and simply connected, then (X̃, x̃) is a universal cover of (X,x). Moreover, if
X is connected, Hausdorff and (semi-)locally simply connected (for instance, a
connected topological manifold), the space X̃ whose construction was sketched
above is connected, Hausdorff and simply connected, so the original space X in
particular admits a universal cover (see for instance [For91]). We now drop this
particular model of X̃ and simply assume the existence of a universal cover p :

(X̃, x̃) −→ (X,x), as well as knowledge of the fact that X̃ is simply connected.
This enables us to describe π1(X;x) as a subgroup of Aut(X̃)op (the group of self-
homeomorphisms of X̃ where the group structure is given by f · g = g ◦f), which is
simpler than entering the formalism of automorphism groups of functors. We recall
that if G is a group with composition law · then Gop is the group structure on the
underlying set of G obtained by decreeing that the product g ·op h of g and h in
Gop is equal to h · g. It is called the opposite group of G.

Proposition 2.4. By the universal property of the universal cover, given γ ∈
π1(X;x), there exists a unique f : X̃ −→ X̃ covering IdX on X such that f(x̃) =
γ y x̃ (the monodromy action defined in (2.1)). This in fact defines a group
isomorphism

(2.5) Ψ :
π1(X;x)

'−→ Aut(X̃/X)op

γ 7−→ f
.

Proof. The map is well-defined and we first check that it is a group homomorphism,
then we give an inverse. Denote Ψ(γ) = f and Ψ(γ′) = g. By definition, Ψ(γ ∗ γ′)

2Recall that part of the construction consists in endowing X̃ with a topology making p contin-
uous, in which X̃ is in fact connected -in particular, it can only cover other connected coverings
of X.
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is the unique h : X̃ −→ X̃ covering IdX on X such that h(x̃) = (γ ∗ γ′) y x̃. But

(γ ∗ γ′) y x̃ = γ y (γ′ y x̃) = γ y g(x̃)

so, as g is π1(X;x)-equivariant for the monodromy action (see (2.3)),

h(x̃) = γ y g(x̃) = g(γ y x̃) = g
(
f(x̃)

)
= (g ◦ f)(x̃) = (f · g)(x̃).

By uniqueness of such a map,

Ψ(γ ∗ γ′) = f · g = Ψ(γ) ·Ψ(γ′)

so Ψ : π1(X;x) −→ Aut(X̃/X)op is a group homomorphism. Next, we consider the
map taking f ∈ Aut(X̃/X)op to the homotopy class of γ := p ◦ ζ, where ζ is any
path between x̃ and f(x̃) ∈ p−1({x}) : since X̃ is simply connected, the homotopy
class of ζ is uniquely determined and the homotopy class of γ is a well-defined
element of π1(X;x) that does not depend on the choice of ζ. Moreover, ζ is a
lifting of γ starting at x̃, so γ y x̃ = ζ(1) = f(x̃), which readily proves that this
construction provides an inverse to Ψ. �

If one accepts the existence of a simply connected universal cover, the result of
Proposition 2.4 may be used as a definition of π1(X;x). The necessity to consider
Aut(X̃/X)op instead of Aut(X̃/X) springs from the convention that we chose in
(2.2) for composition of paths, which is in fact dictated by the theory of local
systems (see [Sza09], Remark 2.6.3). In particular, Aut(X̃/X)op acts to the right
on X̃. We now show that it acts to the left on the fibre q−1({x}) of any cover
q : Y −→ X. This only uses the universal property of p : (X̃, x̃) −→ (X,x) and
provides a description of the monodromy action (2.1) making no use of loops at x.

Proposition 2.5. Let q : Y −→ X be a cover of X and let y be an element in
q−1({x}). By the universal property of the universal cover p : (X̃, x̃) −→ (X,x),
there exists a unique map ty : X̃ −→ Y

(X̃, x̃)

ty

##
p

��

(Y, y)

q
{{

(X,x)

such that q ◦ ty = p and ty(x̃) = y. Given f ∈ Aut(X̃/X)op, let us set

(2.6) f y y := (ty ◦ f)(x̃).

This defines a left action of Aut(X̃/X)op on q−1({x}). Moreover, if ϕ : Y −→ Z
is a homomorphism between two covers q : Y −→ X and r : Z −→ X of X, then
the induced map

ϕx : q−1({x}) −→ r−1({x})
is Aut(X̃/X)op-equivariant.
Finally,

f y y = γ y y
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where γ ∈ π1(X;x) satisfies Ψ(γ) = f under the isomorphism of Proposition 2.4
and γ y y denotes the monodromy action defined in (2.1).

Proof. Let us first observe that f y y indeed belongs to q−1({x}). We compute :

(2.7) q(f y y) = q
(
(ty ◦ f)(x̃)

)
= (q ◦ ty) ◦ f(x̃) = (p ◦ f)(x̃) = p(x̃) = x.

Moreover, one has ty ◦ f = tfyy. Indeed,

q ◦ (ty ◦ f) = (q ◦ ty) ◦ f = p ◦ f = p

and (ty ◦ f)(x̃) = f y y by definition of the latter, so ty ◦ f = tfyy by uniqueness
of the map tfyy. This in particular implies that

(f · g) y y = (g ◦ f) y y =
[
ty ◦ (g ◦ f)

]
(x̃)

=
[
(ty ◦ g) ◦ f

]
(x̃) =

[
tgyy ◦ f

]
(x̃)

= f y (g y y)

so we indeed have a left action of Aut(X̃/X)op on q−1({x}). The equivariance of
ϕx : q−1({x}) −→ r−1({x}) will follow from the commutativity of the diagram

X̃
ty

��

tϕ(y)

��
Y

ϕ //

q   

Z

r~~
X

We want to show that ϕ ◦ ty = tϕ(y) (note that r ◦ tϕ(y) = q ◦ ty because both
are equal to p : X̃ −→ X and that r ◦ ϕ = q because ϕ is, by assumption, a
homomorphism of covers). Indeed, (ϕ ◦ ty)(x̃) = ϕ(ty(x̃)) = ϕ(y) = tϕ(y)(x̃) and

r ◦ (ϕ ◦ ty) = (r ◦ ϕ) ◦ ty = q ◦ ty = p

so

(2.8) ϕ ◦ ty = tϕ(y)

by uniqueness of tϕ(y). As as consequence,

ϕ(f y y) = ϕ
(
(ty ◦ f)(x̃)

)
=
(
ϕ ◦ ty

)(
f(x̃)

)
= (tϕ(y) ◦ f)(x̃) = f y ϕ(y)

so ϕx := ϕ|q−1({x}) is indeed Aut(X̃/X)op-equivariant.
Then, by Proposition 2.4, if f = Ψ(γ), one has f(x̃) = γ y x̃. Since ty is π1(X;x)-
equivariant for the monodromy action (see (2.3)), one therefore has

f y y = (ty ◦ f)(x̃) = ty(γ y x̃) = γ y ty(x̃) = γ y y. �

A relation between the left action of Aut(X̃/X)op on the fibre at x of the universal
cover p : X̃ −→ X and the right action of Aut(X̃/X)op on X̃ is given in Exercise
2.6.

In what follows, we will continue to take for granted the existence of a sim-
ply connected universal cover for X and mainly think of π1(X;x) as the group
Aut(X̃/X)op, the point being that it acts to the right on X̃ and to the left on
the fibre at x of any cover of X. The notation π1(X;x) is better for us than
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Aut(X̃/X)op because it reflects the choice of a base point in X, which will be par-
ticularly important when considering real curves (see Propositions 2.13 and 2.17).
From this point on, we will denote by f an element of π1(X;x) and write y x f

for the action of f on an element y ∈ X̃. With this in mind, we can now construct
a cover of X out of any left π1(X;x)-set F , simply by setting

Y := X̃ ×π1(X;x) F := π1(X;x)\(X̃ × F ),

the quotient space of the left π1(X;x)-action on X̃×F defined, for any f ∈ π1(X;x)

and any (y, v) ∈ X̃ × F , by
f y (y, v) = (y x f−1, f y v).

This construction provides a quasi-inverse to the fibre functor (of which π1(X;x)
is the automorphism group) and this yields the following Galois-theoretic approach
to topological covering spaces, first stated this way by Grothendieck ([Gro03]).

Theorem 2.6 (Galois theory of topological covering spaces). Let X be a connected,
Hausdorff and semi-locally simply connected topological space. The category CovX
of Hausdorff topological covering spaces of X is equivalent to the category of discrete
left π1(X;x)-sets. An explicit pair of quasi-inverse functors is provided by the fibre-
at-x functor

Fibx :
CovX −→ π1(X;x)− Sets

(q : Y −→ X) 7−→ q−1({x})
and the functor

Q :
π1(X;x)− Sets −→ CovX

F 7−→ X̃ ×π1(X;x) F
.

The map

{subgroups of π1(X;x)} −→ {transitive π1(X;x)− Sets}
H 7−→ F := π1(X;x)/H

sets up a bijection between subgroups of π1(X;x) and connected covers of X. Under
this bijection, Galois covers of X (i.e connected covers q : Y −→ X for which the
action of Aut(Y/X) on any given fibre of q is transitive) correspond to normal
subgroups of π1(X;x).

In particular, a cover q : Y −→ X is connected if and only if q−1({x}) is a transitive
π1(X;x)-set and it is Galois if and only if q−1({x}) is a transitive π1(X;x)-set
which admits a compatible group structure (i.e. a group structure which turns this
set into a quotient group of π1(X;x)). We refer for instance to [Sza09] for a proof
of Theorem 2.6. Note that the important part is knowing that the functor Fibx
establishes an equivalence of categories between covers of X and left π1(X;x)-sets
and that the universal cover is only being used, really, to produce a quasi-inverse to
Fibx. Indeed, this is exactly what generalizes to covers of real curves, as we shall see
in Subsection 2.2. Another interesting point is that if one considers the restriction
of Fibx to the full subcategory of connected Hausdorff covers of X, then by the
universal property of X̃, we have Fibx(Y ) = HomCovX (X̃;Y ). In other words, the
functor Fibx is representable by the universal cover (X̃ x̃) (see Exercise 2.5).

Finally, if X is a Riemann surface and p : Y −→ X is a topological covering map
with Y a Hausdorff space, there exists a unique holomorphic structure on Y turning
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p into a holomorphic map (see for instance [For91] or [Sza09]). So the category of
Hausdorff topological covers of a connected Riemann surface X is equivalent to the
category of holomorphic covering spaces of X. In particular, X admits a universal
cover in the category of Riemann surfaces and the topological fundamental group
π1(X;x) = Aut(X̃/X)op acts on X̃ by holomorphic transformations, classifying
holomorphic covers of X in the sense of Theorem 2.6. We shall see later that this
point of view has an exact analogue for Klein surfaces (Subsection 2.3).

2.2. The fundamental group of a Klein surface. By Theorem 2.6, the funda-
mental group π1(X;x) = Aut(X̃/X)op of a Riemann surface behaves like a Galois
group for the category of complex analytic covers of X. The fundamental group
of a Klein surface (X,σ), whose definition we give in the present subsection (Def-
inition 2.10), plays the same role vis-à-vis the category of real covering maps of
base (X,σ). In what follows, we denote by Aut±(X) the group of holomorphic
and anti-holomorphic transformations of a given Riemann surface X (this is indeed
a group; if X has a real structure σ, it is isomorphic to the semi-direct product
Aut(X)oσZ/2Z, where Z/2Z = {IdX ;σ} acts on the group Aut(X) of holomorphic
transformations of X by σ y f = σ ◦ f ◦ σ−1, see Exercise 2.2). The fundamen-
tal group of (X,σ) will be a subgroup of (Aut±(X̃))op but will not always be a
semi-direct product and, at any rate, not canonically (for instance, the semi-direct
product structure defined in Proposition 2.13 depends on the choice of the base
point3). We begin by studying the category of covers of (X,σ) for which we want
to set up a Galois theory.

Definition 2.7 (Real covers and their homomorphisms). A real cover of a Klein
surface (X,σ) is a homomorphism of Klein surfaces q : (Y, τ) −→ (X,σ) (i.e. a
holomorphic map between Y andX satisfying q◦τ = σ◦q) which is also a topological
covering map.
A homomorphism of real covers of X is a homomorphism of Klein surfaces ϕ :
(Y, τ) −→ (Y ′, τ ′) which is also a homomorphism of covers of X (i.e. a holomorphic
map satisfying q′ ◦ ϕ = q, where q : (Y, τ) −→ (X,σ) and q′ : (Y ′, τ ′) −→ (X,σ)).

The condition that ϕ : (Y, τ) −→ (Y, τ ′) be a homomorphism of real covers of (X,σ)
is equivalent to the commutativity of the following diagram

Y
τ

//

ϕ

  
q

��

Y
ϕ

~~
q

��

Y ′

q′

��

τ ′
// Y ′

q′

��
X

σ
// X

or, more compactly,

3In fact, it only depends on the connected component of Xσ containing that real point, see
Exercise 2.10.
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(Y, τ)
ϕ //

q
$$

(Y ′, τ ′)

q′zz
(X,σ).

A natural question to ask is whether there exists a group π such that the category
of real covers of (X,σ) is equivalent to the category of discrete left π-sets, on the
model of Theorem 2.6. Given a real cover q : (Y, τ) −→ (X,σ), we already know, by
Proposition 2.5, that π1(X;x) acts on q−1({x}) : if y is any element in q−1({x}),
then there exists a unique map

ty : (X̃, x̃) −→ (Y, y)

such that q ◦ ty = p, where p : (X̃, x̃) −→ (X,x) is a fixed universal cover of X.
Now, since q : (Y, τ) −→ (X,σ) is a homomorphism of Klein surfaces, one has a
bijection of discrete sets

τ |q−1({x}) : q−1({x}) '−→ q−1({σ(x)})

and this bijection can be used to define an action on q−1({x}) of a group strictly
larger than π1(X;x). Indeed, assume that f : X̃ −→ X̃ is a self-diffeomorphism of
X̃ which covers not IdX but the real structure σ in the following sense :

X̃
f−−−−→ X̃yp yp

X
σ−−−−→ X.

Then

q
(
(ty ◦ f)(x̃)

)
=
(
(q ◦ ty) ◦ f

)(
x̃
)

= (p ◦ f)(x̃) = (σ ◦ p)(x̃) = σ(x)

so (ty ◦ f)(x̃) ∈ q−1({σ(x)}) and therefore

(2.9) f y y := (τ−1 ◦ ty ◦ f)(x̃) ∈ q−1({x}).

In other words, the presence of a real structure τ on Y , compatible with the pro-
jection to (X,σ), implies that the group
(2.10)
πR

1 ((X,σ);x) := {f : X̃ −→ X̃ | ∃σf ∈ {IdX ;σ}, p ◦ f = f ◦ σf}op ⊂ Aut±(X̃)op

acts to the left on the fibre of q at x. It is easy to see, but we will prove below,
that this group indeed contains π1(X;x) as the subgroup of elements f for which
σf = IdX (in particular, this is a normal subgroup since, if g covers µ ∈ {IdX ;σ},
then g−1 ◦f ◦g covers µ−1 ◦ IdX ◦µ = IdX). An alternate definition of πR

1 ((X,σ);x)
is

(2.11) πR
1 ((X,σ);x) =

⊔
µ∈{IdX ;σ}

{f : X̃ −→ X̃ | p ◦ f = µ ◦ p}.

A few things need to be checked here and we formulate two separate results.
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Proposition 2.8. The set πR
1 ((X,σ);x) defined in (2.10) or (2.11) is a subgroup

of Aut±(X̃)op : f ∈ πR
1 ((X,σ);x) acts holomorphically on X̃ if σf = IdX and

anti-holomorphically if σf = σ. There is a well-defined group homomorphism

(2.12) α :
πR

1 ((X,σ);x) −→ {IdX ;σ}op ' Z/2Z
f 7−→ σf

whose kernel is

kerα = {f : X̃ −→ X̃ | p ◦ f = p}op = π1(X;x).

In particular, π1(X;x) is a normal subgroup of πR
1 ((X,σ);x).

We will see later that α is surjective, so that π1(X;x) is of index 2 in πR
1 ((X,σ);x)

(see Proposition 2.12).

Proposition 2.9. Let (X,σ) be a Klein surface and let q : (Y, τ) −→ (X,σ) be a
real cover. Recall that, given y ∈ q−1({x}), there exists a unique map ty : X̃ −→ Y

such that ty(x̃) = y and q ◦ ty = p, where p : (X̃, x̃) −→ (X,x) is a fixed universal
cover of X. The group πR

1 ((X,σ);x) defined in (2.10) acts to the left on the fibre
q−1({x}) by

f y y := (τ−1
f ◦ ty ◦ f)(x̃)

where τf = IdY if σf = IdX and τf = τ if σf = σ. Moreover, if ϕ : (Y, τ) −→
(Y ′, τ ′) is a homomorphism between two real covers q : (Y, τ) −→ (X,σ) and q′ :
(Y ′, τ ′) −→ (X,σ) of (X,σ), then the induced map

ϕx : q−1({x}) −→ (q′)−1({x})
is πR

1 ((X,σ);x)-equivariant.

Proposition 2.9 means, in effect, that πR
1 ((X,σ);x) is the automorphism group of

the fibre-at-x functor defined on the category of real covers of (X,σ). We shall not,
however, make use of this formalism.

Proof of Proposition 2.8. We recall that the group structure on Aut±(X̃)op is given
by f · g = g ◦ f . First, note that, given f ∈ Aut±(X̃)op, the element µ ∈ {IdX ;σ}
such that p ◦ f = µ ◦ p, if it exists, is unique. In particular, the map α in (2.12)
is well-defined and, since p is a holomorphic covering map, f is holomorphic if
σf = IdX and anti-holomorphic if σf = σ. Then, if f, g ∈ πR

1 ((X,σ);x), one has

p ◦ (f · g) = p ◦ (g ◦ f) = (p ◦ g) ◦ f = (σg ◦ p) ◦ f
= σg ◦ (p ◦ f) = σg ◦ (σf ◦ p) = (σg ◦ σf ) ◦ p
= (σf · σg) ◦ p

so (f · g) ∈ πR
1 ((X,σ);x) and, by uniqueness, σf ·g = σf · σg. Likewise, if f ∈

πR
1 ((X,σ);x), then on the one hand

p ◦ (f ◦ f−1) = p ◦ IdX̃ = IdX ◦ p = p

and on the other hand

(p ◦ f) ◦ f−1 = (σf ◦ p) ◦ f−1

so p◦f−1 = σ−1
f ◦p, which proves that f−1 ∈ πR

1 ((X,σ);x). Therefore, πR
1 ((X,σ);x)

is a subgroup of Aut±(X̃)op and α is a group homomorphism. Since

π1(X;x) = {f : X̃ −→ X̃ | p ◦ f = IdX ◦ p}op,
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π1(X;x) is the kernel of α. �

Proof of Proposition 2.9. The proof that follows should be compared to that of
Proposition 2.5. We have already observed in (2.7) and (2.9) that

f y y := (τ−1
f ◦ ty ◦ f)(x̃) ∈ q−1({x})

for all f ∈ πR
1 ((X,σ);x). Moreover, one has tfyy = τ−1

f ◦ ty ◦f . Indeed, on the one
hand, (τ−1

f ◦ ty ◦ f)(x̃) = f y y by definition of the latter and, on the other hand,

q ◦ (τ−1
f ◦ ty ◦ f) = (q ◦ τ−1

f ) ◦ (ty ◦ f)

= (σ−1
f ◦ q) ◦ (ty ◦ f)

= σ−1
f ◦ (q ◦ ty) ◦ f

= σ−1
f ◦ p ◦ f

= σ−1
f ◦ σf ◦ p

= p

so τf ◦ ty ◦f = tfyy by uniqueness of the map tfyy. This in particular implies that
πR

1 ((X,σ);x) acts to the left on q−1({x}). Indeed, having noted that σf ·g = σf · σg
implies that τf ·g = τf · τg by definition of τf , one has

(f · g) y y =
[
τ−1
f ·g ◦ ty ◦ (f · g)

]
(x̃) =

[
(τf · τg)−1 ◦ ty ◦ (f · g)

]
(x̃)

=
[
(τg ◦ τf )−1 ◦ ty ◦ (g ◦ f)

]
(x̃) =

[
τ−1
f ◦ (τ−1

g ◦ ty ◦ g) ◦ f
]
(x̃)

=
[
τ−1
f ◦ τgyy ◦ f

]
(x̃)

= f y (g y y).

Likewise, the equivariance of ϕx : q−1({x}) −→ (q′)−1({x}) will follow from the
commutativity of the diagram

X̃
ty

{{

tϕ(y)

$$
(Y, τ)

ϕ //

q
##

(Y ′, τ ′)

q′zz
(X,σ)

Indeed we showed in (2.8) that ϕ ◦ ty = tϕ(y). As as consequence, for all f ∈
πR

1 ((X,σ);x),

ϕ(f y y) = ϕ
(
(τ−1
f ◦ ty ◦ f)(x̃)

)
=

[
(ϕ ◦ τ−1

f ) ◦ ty ◦ f
]
(x̃)

=
[(

(τ ′f )−1 ◦ ϕ
)
◦ ty ◦ f

]
(x̃)

=
[
(τ ′f )−1 ◦ (ϕ ◦ ty) ◦ f

]
(x̃)

=
[
(τ ′f )−1 ◦ tϕ(y) ◦ f

]
(x̃)

= f y ϕ(y)

so ϕx := ϕ|q−1({x}) is indeed πR
1 ((X,σ);x)-equivariant. �

We can now give the group πR
1 ((X,σ);x) a name. Perhaps an alternate notation

for πR
1 ((X,σ);x) would be (Autσ(X̃/X))op but, just like for the fundamental group
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of a complex curve, it fails to take into account the base point and this would be
problematic later on (see Propositions 2.13 and 2.17). One last comment before
giving the definition of the central notion of the present notes is this : there are
various more conceptual ways to think about the fundamental group of a Klein
surface (e.g. by further developping the categorical point of view and talking about
automorphisms of fibre functors, or by considering orbifolds and using the general
theory of orbifold fundamental groups), here we adopt a rather hands-on approach,
thinking only about real covers of Klein surfaces and the topological universal
covering of the underlying Riemann surface. We hope that this will serve as a
gentle introduction to the subject and will make the reader eager to know more
about this rich topic.

Definition 2.10 (Fundamental group of a real curve). Let (X,σ) be a Klein surface
and let x ∈ X. We fix a universal cover p : (X̃, x̃) −→ (X,x). The fundamental
group of the Klein surface (X,σ) is the group

πR
1 ((X,σ);x) := {f : X̃ −→ X̃ | ∃σf ∈ {IdX ;σ}, p ◦ f = f ◦ σf}op

with group structure given by (f · g) := g ◦ f .

As briefly mentioned earlier, a more conceptual definition would be to simply take
πR

1 ((X,σ);x) to be the automorphism group of the fibre-at-x functor on the cat-
egory of real covers of (X,σ) but, because of the existence of a universal cover
p : (X, x̃) −→ (X,x), this would eventually coincide with the definition just given.
It should be noted that the universal cover X̃ of X is not a real cover in general : X
admits a connected universal cover in the category of Riemann surfaces but (X,σ)
does not, in general, admit a connected universal cover in the category of Klein
surfaces (one way to see this is to use the uniformisation theorem for Riemann sur-
faces and show, for instance, that a real structure on the Poincaré upper half-plane
is necessarily conjugate to z −→ −z by an element of PSL(2;R), so in particular it
has a connected set of real points, whereas there are Klein surfaces of genus g ≥ 2
which admit real structures with no real points, hence cannot be covered by the
upper half-plane in the category of Klein surfaces). This also means that there is in
general no hope of having πR

1 ((X,σ);x) act on X̃ by automorphisms of real covers.
However, the group πR

1 ((X,σ);x) acts on X̃ by transformations which are either
holomorphic or anti-holomorphic; in other words, πR

1 ((X,σ);x) is a subgroup of
(Aut±(X̃))op.

The next lemma will be useful several times in the remainder of the present
subsection.

Lemma 2.11. Let (X,σ) be a Klein surface and let p : (X̃, x̃) −→ (X,x) be a
universal cover of X, where x is any point in X.

(1) Given any y ∈ p−1({σ(x)}),there exists a unique anti-holomorphic map
σ̃ : X̃ −→ X̃ such that σ̃(x̃) = y and the diagram

X̃
σ̃−−−−→ X̃yp yp

X
σ−−−−→ X

is commutative.
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(2) If x ∈ Fix(σ) and

y := x̃ ∈ p−1({x}) = p−1({σ(x)}),

then the anti-holomorphic map σ̃ defined in (1) satisfies σ̃2 = IdX̃ : in
other words, it is a real structure on X̃.

Proof. The lemma says that σ always lifts to an anti-holomorphic transformation
of X̃ covering σ but it does not lift to an involutive such transformation in general.

(1) Consider the (anti-holomorphic) covering map

σ ◦ p :
(
X̃, x̃

)
−→

(
X,σ(x)

)
.

Since X̃ is simply connected, σ ◦ p is a topological universal cover of X,
hence the existence, given y ∈ p−1({σ(x)}), of a unique covering map

σ̃ : (X̃, x̃) −→ (X̃, y)

satisfying p ◦ σ̃ = σ ◦ p. Since (X̃, y) is simply connected, the covering
map σ̃ : (X̃, x̃) −→ (X̃, y) must be one-to-one, so it is a diffeomorphism.
Moreover, since σ is anti-holomorphic and p is a holomorphic covering map,
the relation p ◦ σ̃ = σ ◦ p implies that σ̃ is anti-holomorphic.

(2) If x ∈ Fix(σ) and y = x̃, one has that σ̃2 : X̃ −→ X̃ covers σ2 = IdX and
takes x̃ to x̃. By uniqueness of such a map, one has σ̃2 = IdX̃ .

Note that point (2) above shows that the choice of a real point in X, if possible,
defines a real structure on X̃ which turns the universal covering map p : X̃ −→ X
into a homomorphism of Klein surfaces. A different real point in X may lead to a
non-isomorphic real structure on X̃ (see also the remark after Proposition 2.13). �

The first application of Lemma 2.11 is a property of the fundamental group of a
real curve which, albeit immediate from our definition of this group, is nonetheless
key to all that follows, in particular the notion of representation of the fundamental
group of a real curve to be presented in Section 3.

Proposition 2.12. Let α : πR
1 ((X,σ);x) −→ {IdX ;σ}op ' Z/2Z be the group

homomorphism defined in Proposition 2.8. There is a short exact sequence, called
the homotopy exact sequence,

(2.13) 1 −→ π1(X;x) −→ πR
1 ((X,σ);x)

α−→ Z/2Z −→ 1

showing in particular that π1(X;x) is an index two subgroup of πR
1 ((X,σ);x).

Proof. Based on Proposition 2.8, it only remains to prove that α is surjective. This
is a consequence of point (1) in Lemma 2.11. �

The next application of Lemma 2.11 is a proof of the fact that, when the base
point x is a fixed point of σ, the group πR

1 ((X,σ);x) has a canonical semi-direct
product structure (see also Exercises 2.9 and 2.10).

Proposition 2.13. Let x ∈ Fix(σ) be a real point of X. By Lemma 2.11, there
exists a real structure σ̃ on X̃ sending x̃ to x̃. This σ̃ defines a left action of
{IdX̃ ; σ̃}op ' Z/2Z on π1(X;x) = Aut(X̃/X)op by conjugation

(2.14) σ̃ · f = σ̃f σ̃−1
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and πR
1 ((X,σ);x) is isomorphic to the associated semi-direct product

π1(X;x) oσ̃ Z/2Z.

Note that it is implicit in the statement above that the symbol · designates the
group action of Z/2Z on π1(X;x) and that σ̃f σ̃−1 denotes the product of σ̃, f and
σ̃−1 in πR

1 ((X,σ);x). From now on, we will use this notation instead of the one
used until now, which would have been σ̃ y f = σ̃ · f · σ̃−1 = σ̃−1 ◦ f ◦ σ̃.

Proof of Proposition 2.13. Observe first that σ̃f σ̃−1 covers IdX if so does f and is
holomorphic if so is f . This defines a left action of Z/2Z on π1(X;x) because, as is
easily checked, ε̃η = ε̃ η̃ for all ε, η ∈ {IdX ;σ}. If g ∈ πR

1 ((X,σ);x) covers σ, then
g = (gσ̃−1)σ̃, with gσ̃−1 covering IdX , so the map

(2.15) π1(X;x) oσ̃ {IdX̃ ; σ̃} −→ πR
1 ((X,σ);x)

(f, ε) 7−→ fε

is surjective. Since, for f ∈ π1(X;x), fε covers σ on X if and only if ε = σ̃, it is
also injective. Finally, the product

(f, ε)(g, η) =
(
f(ε · g), εη

)
= (fεgε−1, εη)

in π1(X;x) oσ̃ {IdX̃ ; σ̃} is sent, under (2.15), to

(fεgε−1)(εη) = (fε)(gη)

so (2.15) is indeed a group isomorphism. �

We recall that a semi-direct product structure on πR
1 ((X,σ);x) is the same as a

splitting Z/2Z −→ πR
1 ((X,σ);x) of the homotopy exact sequence (2.13) and this

is the same as an anti-holomorphic element of order 2 in πR
1 ((X,σ);x), i.e. a real

structure on X̃, covering σ on X. Thus, Lemma 2.11 and Proposition 2.13 show
that a real point of (X,σ) gives rise to a splitting of the homotopy exact sequence

1 −→ π1(X;x) −→ πR
1 ((X,σ);x)

α−→ Z/2Z −→ 1.

Of course, different real points may lead to different semi-direct product structures
but understanding how exactly it is so is not quite an elementary story and we refer
to [Moc03] for results on this.

The final application of Lemma 2.11 is a description of the fundamental group of
(X,σ) using loops at x (and, when σ(x) 6= x, paths from x to σ(x)). We will see that
this description is different depending on whether x is a real point of (X,σ). This is
the reason why we have given a definition of πR

1 ((X,σ);x) without any reference to
paths in X, for it provides a more intrinsic description of the group πR

1 ((X,σ);x),
in which it is not necessary to distinguish cases depending on whether x is a real
point or not. When x ∈ Fix(σ), the description of πR

1 ((X,σ);x) in terms of loops
at x is in fact a corollary of Proposition 2.13.

Corollary 2.14. Think of π1(X;x) as the group of homotopy classes of loops at
x ∈ Fix(σ). Then the left action of {IdX ;σ}op ' Z/2Z on π1(X;x) defined in
(2.14) is given, for any γ ∈ π1(X;x), by

σ∗γ = σ−1 ◦ γ
and then

πR
1 ((X,σ);x) ' π1(X;x) oσ Z/2Z

with respect to this action.
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Proof. By Proposition 2.13, it suffices to show that Ψ(σ∗γ) = σ̃f σ̃−1, where Ψ :

π1(X;x) −→ Aut(X̃/X)op is the map defined in Proposition 2.4. By definition
of this map, Ψ(σ∗γ) is the unique automorphism of universal cover p : X̃ −→ X

sending x̃ to (σ∗γ) y x̃. But (σ∗γ) y x̃ = (σ̃−1 ◦ γ)(1), where σ̃−1 ◦ γ is the
unique path in X̃ such that p ◦ (σ̃−1 ◦ γ) = σ−1 ◦ γ and (σ̃−1 ◦ γ)(0) = x̃. Let us
denote, as usual, γ̃ the unique path in X̃ such that p ◦ γ̃ = γ and γ̃(0) = x̃. Since,
by definition of σ̃ (see Lemma 2.11), (σ̃−1 ◦ γ)(0) = σ̃−1(γ̃(0)) = σ̃−1(x̃) = x̃ and
p ◦ (σ̃−1 ◦ γ̃) = (p ◦ σ̃−1) ◦ γ̃ = (σ−1 ◦ p) ◦ γ̃ = σ−1 ◦ (p ◦ γ̃) = σ−1 ◦ γ, one has
σ̃−1 ◦ γ = σ̃−1 ◦ γ̃, by uniqueness of such a lifting. As a consequence, (σ∗γ) y
x̃ = (σ̃−1 ◦ γ̃)(1) = σ̃−1(γ̃(1)) = σ̃−1(γ y x̃) = σ̃−1(f(x̃)), where f = Ψ(γ). Since
σ̃(x̃) = x̃, one has

(σ∗γ) y x̃ = (σ̃−1 ◦ f)(x̃) = (σ̃−1 ◦ f ◦ σ̃)(x̃).

Moreover, σ̃−1◦f ◦ σ̃ is an automorphism of the cover X̃/X, so Ψ(σ∗γ) = σ̃−1◦f ◦ σ̃
by definition of the map Ψ. Then we observe that Ψ(σ∗γ) is actually equal to the
product σ̃f σ̃−1 in πR

1 ((X,σ);x) ⊂ Aut±(X̃)op. �

Remark 2.15. Observe that if we take X̃ to be the usual set of homotopy classes
of paths starting at x ∈ Xσ, then it is natural to take x̃ to be the homotopy class
of the constant path at x. In particular, σ̃ is entirely determined by the choice of x,
so the semi-direct products of Proposition 2.13 and Corollary 2.14 are canonically
isomorphic.

When x /∈ Fix(σ), there is a different description of πR
1 ((X,σ);x) in terms of

paths in X, given in Proposition 2.17. It requires the next lemma, which is inter-
esting in itself.

Lemma 2.16. Let x be a point of X such that σ(x) 6= x and let η : [0; 1] −→ X be
a path from x to σ(x). By Lemma 2.1, there exists a unique path η̃ : [0; 1] −→ X̃
such that p ◦ η̃ = η and η̃(0) = x̃. Then, there exists a unique anti-holomorphic
map σ̃ : X̃ −→ X̃ such that p ◦ σ̃ = σ ◦ p and σ̃(x̃) = η̃(1).

Proof. This is a direct application of part (1) of Lemma 2.11. Note that σ̃2 6= IdX̃
in general (see also Exercise 2.9 for related considerations). �

In the next proposition and its proof, we shall denote by γ y x̃ the element γ̃(1),
where γ is a path in X starting at x and going either to x or to σ(x), and γ̃ is the
unique lifting of γ starting at x̃.

Proposition 2.17. Let x be a point of X such that σ(x) 6= x. Let Γ be the set of
homotopy classes (with fixed endpoints) of paths of the form

{ζ : [0; 1] −→ X | ζ(0) = ζ(1) = x} t {η : [0; 1] −→ X | η(0) = x and η(1) = σ(x)}

and set, for all γ, γ′ in Γ,

γ � γ′ =

{
γ ∗ γ′ if γ′(1) = x

(σ ◦ γ) ∗ γ′ if γ′(1) = σ(x).

By the universal property of the universal cover and Lemma 2.16, given γ ∈ Γ,
there exists a unique self-diffeomorphism fγ : X̃ −→ X̃ such that fγ(x̃) = γ y x̃.
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This fγ covers IdX if γ(1) = x and covers σ if γ(1) = σ(x). Then (Γ,�) is a group
and the map

Φ :
Γ −→ πR

1 ((X,σ);x)
γ 7−→ fγ

is a group isomorphism which in fact makes the following diagram commute

1 −−−−→ π1(X;x) −−−−→ Γ
β−−−−→ Z/2Z −−−−→ 1

'
yΦ|π1(X;x) '

yΦ

∥∥∥
1 −−−−→ π1(X;x) −−−−→ πR

1 ((X,σ);x)
α−−−−→ Z/2Z −−−−→ 1

where β(γ) = IdX if γ(1) = x and β(γ) = σ(x) if γ(1) = σ(x).

Proof. It is simplifying to denote by σ(γ) the (homotopy class of the) path σ ◦ γ :
[0; 1] −→ X. Using the fact that σ(γ ∗γ′) = σ(γ)∗σ(γ′), it is not hard to check that
the product � on Γ is associative and that all elements have inverses (the neutral
element being the homotopy class of the constant path at x). So Γ is a group.
Let γ and γ′ be two elements in Γ and denote by Φ(γ) = fγ and Φ(γ′) = fγ′ . Then
Φ(γ � γ′) is the unique map h : X̃ −→ X̃ covering either IdX (if γ � γ′ ends at x)
or σ (if γ � γ′ ends at σ(x)) such that

h(x̃) = (γ � γ′) y x̃ =

{
(γ ∗ γ′) y x̃ if γ′(1) = x,

(σ(γ) ∗ γ′) y x̃ if γ′(1) = σ(x).

Let α := IdX if γ′(1) = x and α := σ if γ′(1) = σ(x), so that

h(x̃) = (α ◦ γ) y (γ′ y x̃) = (α ◦ γ) y fγ′(x̃).

Then fγ′ ◦ γ̃ is a path starting at fγ′(γ̃(0)) = fγ′(x̃) and satisfying p ◦ (fγ′ ◦ γ̃) =
(p ◦ fγ′) ◦ γ̃ = (α ◦ p) ◦ γ̃ = α ◦ (p ◦ γ̃) = α ◦ γ. So

(α ◦ γ) y fγ′(x̃) = (fγ′ ◦ γ̃)(1) = fγ′(γ̃(1)) = fγ′(γ y x̃)

and therefore

h(x̃) = (α ◦ γ) y fγ′(x̃) = fγ′(γ y x̃) = fγ′
(
fγ(x̃)

)
= (fγ′ ◦ fγ)(x̃).

Moreover, the map fγ′ ◦fγ covers σ if h covers σ, and it covers IdX if h covers IdX .
So, by uniqueness of such a map,

Φ(γ � γ′) = h = fγ′ ◦ fγ = Φ(γ′) ◦ Φ(γ),

which proves that Φ is a group homomorphism from Γ to πR
1 ((X,σ);x).

To conclude that Φ is an isomorphism of groups, we observe that the map sending
f ∈ πR

1 ((X,σ);x) to the homotopy class of γ := p◦ ζ, where ζ is any path from x̃ to
f(x̃) in X̃, is an inverse for Φ (this again uses that X̃ is simply connected to show
that the given map is well-defined). �

It will be convenient to refer to a surjective group homomorphism such as

α : πR
1 ((X,σ);x) −→ Z/2Z

as an augmentation of Z/2Z. We will write

α : πR
1 ((X,σ);x) −→ Z/2Z −→ 1

to keep in mind that α is a surjective group homomorphism. A homomorphism
between two augmentations α : A −→ Z/2Z −→ 1 and β : B −→ Z/2Z −→ 1 is a
group homomorphism ψ : A −→ B which makes the diagram
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A
α−−−−→ Z/2Z −−−−→ 1yψ ∥∥∥

B
β−−−−→ Z/2Z −−−−→ 1

commute. In particular, ψ sends kerα to kerβ. In this language, the fundamental
group of a real curve (X,σ) is an augmentation of the absolute Galois group of R. A
homomorphism between the fundamental groups πR

1 ((X ′, σ′);x′) and πR
1 ((X,σ);x)

of two real curves (X ′, σ′) and (X,σ) is therefore a group homomorphism ψ :
πR

1 ((X ′, σ′);x′) −→ πR
1 ((X,σ);x) making the diagram

1 −−−−→ π1(X ′;x′) −−−−→ πR
1 ((X ′, σ′);x′) −−−−→ Z/2Z −−−−→ 1yψ|π1(X′;x′)

yψ ∥∥∥
1 −−−−→ π1(X;x) −−−−→ πR

1 ((X,σ);x) −−−−→ Z/2Z −−−−→ 1

commute. Using the description of fundamental groups of real curves given in
Corollary 2.14 and Proposition 2.17, it is fairly straightforward to establish the
functorial character of πR

1 .

Proposition 2.18. Let (X ′, σ′) and (X,σ) be two real curves and let ϕ : X ′ −→ X
be any continuous map such that ϕ◦σ′ = σ◦ϕ. Choose x′ ∈ X ′ and set x = ϕ(x′) ∈
X. Then there is a homomorphism of augmentations

πR
1 ((X ′, σ′);x′) −−−−→ Z/2Z −−−−→ 1yϕ∗ ∥∥∥
πR

1 ((X,σ);x) −−−−→ Z/2Z −−−−→ 1

In particular, the fundamental group of a real curve is a topological invariant.

Proof. Due to the condition ϕ ◦ σ′ = σ ◦ ϕ, if x′ ∈ (X ′)σ
′
, then x ∈ Xσ, so both

πR
1 ((X ′, σ′);x′) and πR

1 ((X,σ);x) are isomorphic to semi-direct products of the form
given in Corollary 2.14 and ϕ∗ may be defined by sending

(γ, ε) ∈ π1(X ′;x′) oσ′ Z/2Z

to (ϕ(γ), ε) ∈ π1(X;x)oσZ/2Z. If now x′ /∈ (X ′)σ
′
, let us define ϕ∗ in the following

way, using Proposition 2.17 :
• if σ(x) 6= x, send γ (going either from x′ to x′, or from x′ to σ′(x′)) to ϕ(γ),
• if σ(x) = x, send γ to (ϕ(γ), IdX) ∈ π1(X;x) oσ Z/2Z if γ(1) = x′ and to

(ϕ(γ), σ) if γ(1) = σ′(x′).
In all cases, ϕ∗ is a homomorphism of augmentations of Z/2Z. �

It is somewhat more difficult to define ϕ∗ without the help of paths but we can
nonetheless sketch a proof of functoriality as follows. Given a continuous real
homomorphism ϕ : (X ′, σ′) −→ (X,σ) and a real cover q : (Y, τ) −→ (X,σ), there
is a real cover ϕ∗q : (ϕ∗Y, ϕ∗τ) −→ (X ′, σ′) which satisfies

(ϕ∗Y )x′ = Yϕ(x′)
ϕ∗τ−→ (ϕ∗Y )σ′(x′) = Yσ(ϕ(x′)).

In particular, any automorphism of the set (ϕ∗Y )x′ defines an automorphism of the
set Yϕ(x′) = Yx, compatibly with homomorphism of real covers. Since the group
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πR
1 ((X ′, σ′);x′) is the group of automorphisms of the fibre at x′ of all real covers of

(X ′, σ′) and πR
1 ((X,σ);x) is the group of automorphisms of the fibre at x = ϕ(x′)

of all real covers of (X,σ), the construction above defines a map

ϕ∗ : πR
1 ((X ′, σ′);x′) −→ πR

1 ((X,σ);x),

which is a homomorphism of Z/2Z-augmentations.
We refer to [Hui01] for presentations of fundamental groups of compact connected

Klein surfaces and we end this section with two simple examples.

Example 2.19. If (X,σ) is a Klein surface with no real points, then

πR
1 ((X,σ);x) ' πtop

1 (X/σ; [x]).

Indeed, the canonical projection q : X −→ X/σ is a covering map in this case
and X̃ is a universal covering space for X/σ. Moreover, a self-map f : X̃ −→
X̃ covers IdX/σ on X/σ if and only if it covers IdX or σ on X, which exactly
means that πtop

1 (X/σ; [x]) ' πR
1 ((X,σ);x). Another way to see it is to say that the

pullback map q∗ defined by the topological covering q is an equivalence of categories
between topological covers of X/σ and real covers of (X,σ), so the Galois groups
are isomorphic.

Example 2.20. Let us consider the non-compact Klein surface

X := CP1 \ {s1; s2; s3},

where s1, s2, s3 are distinct points in RP1 = Fix(σ) ⊂ CP1, and let us fix x /∈ RP1

as a base point. We denote by η1 the homotopy class of a path from x to σ(x)
that passes in between s1 and s2 and does not wrap around any of the punctures.
Likewise, η2 passes between s2 and s3 and η3 passes between s3 and s1. Each ηi is
then of order 2 in πR

1 ((X,σ);x) and ζ1 := η2 � η1, ζ2 := η3 � η2 and ζ3 := η1 � η3

belong to π1(X;x) and satisfy ζ3 ∗ ζ2 ∗ ζ1 = 1. It is clear that ζ1, ζ2, ζ3 generate
π1(X;x) and that η1, η2, η3 generate πR

1 ((X,σ);x). More precisely, we have the
following presentations

π1(X;x) =< a1, a2, a3 | a1a2a3 = 1 >

and
πR

1 ((X,σ);x) =< b1, b2, b3 | b21 = b22 = b23 = 1 > .

The augmentation map πR
1 ((X,σ);x) −→ Z/2Z sends each bi to the non-trivial

element of Z/2Z, so the elements a1 = b1b2, a2 = b2b3, a3 = b3b1 are sent to the
trivial element. The sequence

1 −→< b1b2, b2b3, b3b1 >−→< b1, b2, b3 | b21 = b22 = b23 = 1 >−→ Z/2Z −→ 1

is the homotopy exact sequence of πR
1 ((X,σ);x) in this case. The present ex-

ample generalizes in a straightforward manner to any finite number of punctures
s1, · · · , sn ∈ RP1. Note that if we do not want the si to lie in RP1, those that do
not must come in pairs (si, σ(si)), due to the presence of the real structure on X.

2.3. Galois theory of real covering spaces. In this final subsection on the
general theory of the fundamental group of a Klein surface, we explain in which
sense πR

1 ((X,σ);x) is a Galois group.
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Theorem 2.21 (Galois theory of real covering spaces). Let (X,σ) be a connected
Klein surface. The category Cov R

(X,σ) of real covering spaces of (X,σ) is equivalent
to the category of discrete left πR

1 ((X,σ);x)-sets. An explicit pair of quasi-inverse
functors is provided by the fibre-at-x functor

Fibx :
CovR(X,σ) −→ πR

1 ((X,σ);x)− Sets

(q : (Y, τ) −→ (X,σ)) 7−→ q−1({x})
and the functor

Q :
πR

1 ((X,σ);x)− Sets −→ CovR(X,σ)

F 7−→ (X̃ ×π1(X;x) F, π
R
1 ((X,σ);x)/π1(X;x))

.

Proof. We saw in Proposition 2.9 that the fibre at x ∈ Xof a real cover q : (Y, τ) −→
(X,σ) was acted upon by πR

1 ((X,σ);x) and that homomorphism of real covers
defined maps between fibres which are equivariant with respect to this action : this
shows that Fibx is indeed a functor from Cov R

(X,σ) to πR
1 ((X,σ);x)− Sets.

Conversely, assume that F is a discrete set endowed with a left action of the group
πR

1 ((X,σ);x). In particular, π1(X;x) ⊂ πR
1 ((X,σ);x) acts on X̃ × F and, by

Theorem 2.6, X̃ ×π1(X;x) F is a cover of X. To show that X̃ ×π1(X;x) F has a real
structure, consider any h ∈ πR

1 ((X,σ);x) such that h maps to (−1) ∈ Z/2Z under
the augmentation map (this is equivalent to choosing a lifting σ̃ : X̃ −→ X̃ of
σ : X −→ X; by the universal property of the universal covering map p : X̃ −→ X,
a lifting σ̃ such that p ◦ σ̃ = σ ◦ p always exists, but it is not unique, moreover, in
general one has σ̃2 6= IdX̃). Then the map

Φ :
X̃ × F −→ X̃ × F
(y, v) −→ (y · h−1, h · v)

sends π1(X;x)-orbits to π1(X;x)-orbits : for any f ∈ π1(X;x),

Φ(y · f−1, f · v) =
(
(y · f−1) · h−1, h · (f · v)

)
=

(
(y · h−1) · (hfh−1)−1, (hfh−1) · (h · v)

)
∼ (y · h−1, h · v) = Φ(y, v)

for hfh−1 ∈ π1(X;x)C πR
1 ((X,σ);x). So Φ induces a map

X̃ ×π1(X;x) F −→ X̃ ×π1(X;x) F,

which squares to the identity since h2 ∈ π1(X;x). In other words, the group

πR
1 ((X,σ);x)/π1(X;x) ' Z/2Z

acts on Y := X̃ ×π1(X;x) F , so the latter is a Klein surface (Y, τ). Since the real
structure σ on X is obtained as above by considering F = {pt}, the Klein surface
(Y, τ) is indeed a real cover of (X,σ), with fibre F . Moreover the real structure τ
on Y does not depend on the choice of h, since any two choices differ by an element
of π1(X;x). This construction is functorial and a quasi-inverse to Fibx. �

Exercise 2.1. Let V be a vector space
and let E be an affine space with group
of translations V . Show that the group
of affine transformations of E is the

semi-direct product V oGL(V ) where
GL(V ) is the group of linear automor-
phisms of V . Recall that the compo-
sition law on this semi-direct product
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is

(v,A) · (w,B) = (v +Aw,AB).

Exercise 2.2. Let X be a Riemann
surface and let Aut±(X) be the set of
holomorphic and anti-holomorphic bi-
jections from X to X.
1. Show that Aut±(X) is a group.
2. Show that if σ is a real structure
on X then Aut±(X) is isomorphic to
Aut(X)oZ/2Z where Z/2Z ' {IdX ;σ}
acts on Aut(X) by σ · f = σ ◦ f ◦ σ−1.

Exercise 2.3. Let G,H be two groups
and let ϕ : H −→ Aut(G) be a group
homomorphism (a left action of H on
G by group automorphisms).
1. Show that ϕ induces a group homo-
morphism ϕop : Hop −→ Aut(Gop)op

(a right action of Hop on Gop by group
automorphisms).
2. Show that the map

(GoH)op −→ Hop nGop

(g, h) 7−→ (h, g)

is a group isomorphism.

Exercise 2.4. Consider the usual con-
struction of X̃ as the set of homotopy
classes of paths starting at a given x ∈
X and the action η x γ := η ∗ γ de-
fined in (2.4) for any γ ∈ π1(X;x) and
any η ∈ X̃. Show that, if η is in fact
the homotopy class of a loop at x, the
monodromy action γ y η of γ on η as
defined in (2.1) is indeed γ ∗ η (the op-
posite product of η and γ in π1(X;x)).

Exercise 2.5. Use for instance the
book by Szamuely ([Sza09]) to work out
the details of Subsection 2.1. Show in
particular that X̃ represents the func-
tor

Fibx : CovX −→ π1(X;x)− Sets.

Exercise 2.6. Show that, if p :

(X̃, x̃) −→ (X,x) is a universal cover
and f ∈ Aut(X̃/X)op, we have, for all
y ∈ p−1({x}) ⊂ X̃, then f ◦ ty = tf(y),

where ty and tf(y) are defined as in
Proposition 2.5.

Exercise 2.7. Show that an anti-
holomorphic involution of the complex
plane C is conjugate to τ0 : z 7−→ z
by an element of the group Aut(C) '
{z 7−→ az + b : a ∈ C∗, b ∈ C} of bi-
holomorphic transformations of C.

Exercise 2.8. Show that an anti-
holomorphic involution of the Poincaré
upper half-plane H = {z ∈ C | Im z >
0} is conjugate to τ0 : z 7−→ −z by
an element of the group Aut(H) '
PSL(2;R) of biholomorphic transfor-
mations of H.
Exercise 2.9. (Suggested by Andrés
Jaramillo). Let (X,σ) be a Real Rie-
mann surface and let X̃ be its universal
covering Riemann surface.
1. Show that the existence of a map
σ̃ : X̃ −→ X̃ covering σ̃ and satisfying
σ̃2 = IdX̃ is equivalent to the existence
of a splitting of the homotopy exact se-
quence (2.13).
2. Assume that σ(x) 6= x. Show that
there exists a splitting of the homotopy
exact sequence if and only if there ex-
ists a path η from x to σ(x) which is of
order 2 in πR

1 ((X,σ);x), i.e. such that
(σ ◦ η) ∗ η is homotopic to the constant
path at x.
3. Show that this cannot happen if
Fix(σ) = ∅.
Exercise 2.10. Show that if x and x′

lie in the same connected component
of Xσ, (the homotopy class of) a path
from x to x′ which is contained in Xσ

defines an isomorphism of augmenta-
tions

π1(X;x) oσ̃ Z/2Z −−−−→ Z/2Z

'
y ∥∥∥

π1(X;x) oσ̃′ Z/2Z −−−−→ Z/2Z
where σ̃ and σ̃′ are defined as in Lemma
2.11, using respectively x and x′.
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3. Representations of the fundamental group of a Klein surface

3.1. Linear representations of fundamental groups of real curves. As seen
in Section 2, the fundamental group of a real curve (X,σ) is the group

πR
1 ((X,σ);x) =

{
f : X̃ −→ X̃ | ∃σf ∈ {IdX ;σ}, p ◦ f = σf ◦ p

}op

of self-diffeomorphisms of the universal covering space X̃ which cover either IdX or
σ. The main feature of this group is that it contains the topological fundamental
group as a normal subgroup, the kernel of a natural surjective group homomorphism
to {IdX ;σ}op ' Z/2Z :

(3.1) 1 −→ π1(X;x) −→ πR
1 ((X,σ);x)−→Z/2Z −→ 1.

We recall that a surjective group homomorphism to Z/2Z is called an augmentation
of Z/2Z and that X̃ has a unique Riemann surface structure turning the topological
covering map p : X̃ −→ X into a holomorphic map. Since σ : X −→ X is anti-
holomorphic, a map f : X̃ −→ X̃ satisfying p ◦ f = σ ◦ p is anti-holomorphic
(and of course, if p ◦ f = p, then f is holomorphic), i.e. πR

1 ((X,σ);x) acts on
X̃ by holomorphic and anti-holomorphic transformations, depending on whether
f ∈ πR

1 ((X,σ);x) covers IdX or σ on X. As such, it is natural, when studying
complex linear representations of πR

1 ((X,σ);x) to have the elements of π1(X;x) ⊂
πR

1 ((X,σ);x) act by C-linear transformations of a complex vector space V , and
those of πR

1 ((X,σ);x) \ π1(X;x) act by C-anti-linear transformations of V . Such
transformations are in particular R-linear and form a group that we denote by
GL±(V ) and which containsGL(V ) as an index two subgroup. Explicitly, GL±(V )
is the group of C-linear and C-anti-linear transformations of V . What we said about
elements of πR

1 ((X,σ);x) \ π1(X;x) acting on V by transformations in GL±(V ) \
GL(V ) while elements of π1(X;x) act by transformations in GL(V ) then precisely
amounts to saying that we have a homomorphism of augmentations of Z/2Z, the
latter being, by definition, a group homomorphism ρ : πR

1 ((X,σ);x) −→ GL±(V )
which makes the following diagram commute

(3.2)

1 −−−−→ π1(X;x) −−−−→ πR
1 ((X,σ);x) −−−−→ Z/2Z −−−−→ 1yρ|π1(X;x)

yρ ∥∥∥
1 −−−−→ GL(V ) −−−−→ GL±(V ) −−−−→ Z/2Z −−−−→ 1

where the map GL±(V ) −→ Z/2Z takes a C-anti-linear transformation of V to the
non-trivial element of Z/2Z. We will call such a map ρ : πR

1 ((X,σ);x) −→ GL±(V )
a linear representation of πR

1 ((X,σ);x). If we choose a Hermitian metric h on V , we
can likewise consider the group U±(V, h) of C-linear and C-anti-linear isometries of
(V, h). It contains the unitary group U(V, h) as an index two subgroup. A unitary
representation is then by definition a homomorphism of augmentations

(3.3)

1 −−−−→ π1(X;x) −−−−→ πR
1 ((X,σ);x) −−−−→ Z/2Z −−−−→ 1yρ|π1(X;x)

yρ ∥∥∥
1 −−−−→ U(V, h) −−−−→ U±(V, h) −−−−→ Z/2Z −−−−→ 1.

A linear real structure on a complex vector space V is a C-anti-linear involution
α of V . In particular, V is then the complexification of V α, the real subspace of V
consisting of fixed points of α in V : V = V α⊗RC and we will call the pair (V, α) a
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real vector space. Linear real structures on a complex vector space V always exist
(see Exercise 3.1). If V has a Hermitian metric h, we may assume that α is an
(anti-linear) isometry of h and we will say that α and h are compatible. Once a
real structure has been chosen, the groups GL±(V ) and U±(V, h) have canonical
structures of semi-direct product.

Lemma 3.1. Let (V, α) be a real vector space, with a compatible Hermitian metric.
Then the group GL±(V ) of C-linear and C-anti-linear transformations of V is
isomorphic to the semi-direct product

GL(V ) oα Z/2Z

where {IdV ;α} ' Z/2Z acts on GL(V ) by

Adαu := α ◦ u ◦ α−1.

Likewise, the group U±(V, h) of C-linear and C-anti-linear isometries of (V, h) is
isomorphic to the semi-direct product

U(V ) oα Z/2Z.

Note that α is naturally also an element of GL±(V ) (resp. U±(V, h)), which is
sent to α under the augmentation map GL±(V ) −→ Z/2Z, and that if a C-linear
transformation u has matrix A in a given basis of V consisting of α-fixed vectors
(a real basis), then α ◦u ◦α−1 has matrix A in that basis. The proof of Lemma 3.1
is proposed as an exercise (see Exercise 3.2).

Definition 3.2 (Linear and unitary representations). A linear (resp. unitary)
representation of πR

1 ((X,σ);x) is a homomorphism of augmentations of Z/2Z
from πR

1 ((X,σ);x) to GL±(V ) (resp. U±(V, h)). Explicitly, it is a group homo-
morphism

ρ : πR
1 ((X,σ);x) −→ GL±(V )

(resp. ρ : πR
1 ((X,σ);x) −→ U±(V, h)) compatible with the augmentation homo-

morphism GL±(V ) −→ Z/2Z (resp. U±(V, h) −→ Z/2Z) in the sense of diagram
(3.2) (resp. (3.3)). The set of such representations will be denoted

HomZ/2Z(πR
1 ((X,σ);x);GL±(V ))

(resp. HomZ/2Z(πR
1 ((X,σ);x);U±(V, h))). It has a natural topology, induced by

the product topology of the space of all maps from πR
1 ((X,σ);x) to GL±(V ).

Note that, because of the short exact sequence (3.1), πR
1 ((X,σ);x) is finitely gen-

erated, and that GL±(V ) is a subgroup of the group of R-linear automorphisms of
the finite-dimensional, complex vector space V , which has a canonical topology, so
the topology referred to in Definition 3.2 is the subspace topology inside a product
of a finite number of copies of GL±(V ).

The natural question to ask next is the following : when should two such rep-
resentations be considered equivalent? A priori, one could conjugate a given map
ρ : πR

1 ((X,σ);x) −→ GL±(V ) by any u ∈ GL±(V ) without altering the commu-
tativity of diagram (3.2), since GL(V ) is normal in GL±(V ). We will, however,
consider a more restrictive notion of equivalence, where u is taken to lie in GL(V ).
This will guarantee the existence of a map from the upcoming representation space

HomZ/2Z(πR
1 ((X,σ);x);GL±(V ))/GL(V )
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to the usual representation space

Hom(π1(X;x);GL(V ))/GL(V ).

As a matter of fact, it also implies that the representation space of πR
1 ((X,σ);x)

only depends on the Z/2Z-augmentation class of the target group (in our case,
GL±(V )), not on its isomorphism class as an extension of Z/2Z by π1(X;x).

In what follows, as we want to consider quotient spaces that have a Hausdorff
topology, we will restrict our attention to unitary representation spaces. The dis-
cussion above follows through immediately to the unitary case.

Definition 3.3 (Unitary representation variety). Two unitary representations of
πR

1 ((X,σ);x) are called equivalent if they lie in a same orbit of the (continuous)
action of U(V, h) on

HomZ/2Z(πR
1 ((X,σ);x);U±(V, h))

defined by
u · ρ = Adu ◦ ρ.

By definition, the unitary representation variety of πR
1 ((X,σ);x) into U±(V, h)

is the orbit space

HomZ/2Z(πR
1 ((X,σ);x);U±(V, h))/U(V, h),

endowed with the quotient topology.

Note that we call this representation variety the unitary representation variety of
πR

1 ((X,σ);x) even though the target group is U±(V, h), not U(V, h). To lighten
notation, we will fix once and for all a Hermitian metric h on V and simply denote
by U(V ) and U±(V ) the groups U(V, h) and U±(V, h). Thanks to our choice of
equivalence relation between representations of πR

1 ((X,σ);x), there is a map from
the unitary representation variety of πR

1 ((X,σ);x) to the unitary representation
variety of π1(X;x) :

Φ :
HomZ/2Z(πR

1 ((X,σ);x);U±(V ))/U(V ) −→ Hom(π1(X;x);U(V ))/U(V )
[ρ] 7−→

[
ρ|π1(X;x)

]
.

In the next subsection, we study some properties of this map.

3.2. The real structure of the usual representation variety. To be able to
say something about the map Φ above, we need to fix an additional structure,
namely a linear real structure α on V . In particular, the group U±(V ) is now
canonically isomorphic to the semi-direct product U(V ) oα Z/2Z, by Lemma 3.1.
The first step in our study is to understand what the real structure of the unitary
representation variety of π1(X;x) is. Then, as a second step, we will show that Φ
maps the representation variety of πR

1 ((X,σ);x) to real points of the representation
variety of π1(X;x).

The existence of the short exact sequence

1 −→ π1(X;x) −→ πR
1 ((X,σ);x) −→ Z/2Z −→ 1

implies the existence of a group homomorphism

Z/2Z −→ Out(π1(X;x)) := Aut(π1(X;x))/Inn(π1(X;x)) .

Indeed, let f ∈ πR
1 ((X,σ);x) go to σ ∈ Z/2Z under the augmentation map. Then f

acts by conjugation on the normal subgroup π1(X;x) of πR
1 ((X,σ);x). Any other

choice of an element f ′ in the fibre at σ differs from f by an element f−1f ′ of
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π1(X;x), so the associated automorphism of π1(X;x) differs from that induced by
f by an inner one (indeed, Ad−1

f ◦Adf ′ = Adf−1f ′ with f−1f ′ ∈ π1(X;x)) and we
have a map Z/2Z −→ Out(π1(X;x)). This map is indeed a group homomorphism
(see Exercises 3.3 and 3.5 for more information on this map). Now recall (see
Exercise 3.4) that the group Out(π1(X;x)) acts to the left on the representation
variety

Hom(π1(X;x);U(V ))/U(V )

by

(3.4) [ϕ] · [ρ] = [ρ ◦ ϕ−1]

where [ϕ] is the outer class of ϕ ∈ Aut(π1(X;x)). This action is called the outer ac-
tion. In our real algebraic context, it yields an action of Z/2Z on the representation
variety of π1(X;x), since we have a map Z/2Z −→ Out(πR

1 ((X,σ);x)). Explicitly,
if σ̃ is in the fibre above σ of the augmentation map πR

1 ((X,σ);x) → Z/2Z, the
corresponding action on Hom(π1(X;x);U(V ))/U(V ) is defined by

[ρ] 7−→ [ρ ◦Ad−1
σ̃ ]

where Ad−1
σ̃ = Adσ̃−1 ∈ Aut(π1(X;x)) is conjugation by σ̃−1 in π1(X;x) (we

recall that σ̃ is in general not of order 2 in πR
1 ((X,σ);x), so it is important to

keep track of the −1 exponent above). The resulting element [ρ ◦ Ad−1
σ̃ ] of the

representation variety does not depend on the choice of σ̃ in the fibre above σ and,
since σ̃2 ∈ π1(X;x), we get an action of Z/2Z on Hom(π1(X;x);U(V ))/U(V ).
This involution of the unitary representation variety of π1(X;x) is defined in a
purely algebraic fashion and makes no use of any additional structure of the target
group U(V ). Recall now that the latter has a Galois conjugation

Adα :
U(V ) −→ U(V )
u 7−→ α ◦ u ◦ α−1

coming from the real structure α on V (the composition takes place in U±(V ) but
the resulting element indeed lies in U(V )). Then we have an involution

Hom(π1(X;x);U(V ))/U(V ) −→ Hom(π1(X;x);U(V ))/U(V )
[ρ] 7−→ [Adα ◦ ρ] .

It is not uncommon to denote by ρ := Adα ◦ ρ (indeed, we have seen that com-
plex conjugation is what happens to matrices in an appropriate basis of V when
conjugated by the real stucture α). Note that fixed points of ρ 7−→ ρ in partic-
ular preserve the real subspace V α ⊂ V : in other terms, the representation ρ is
GL(V α)-valued when ρ = ρ (in general, not all fixed points of the induced involu-
tion of Hom(π1(X;x);U(V ))/U(V ), however, come from such a ρ). We now put
together the two involutions that we have just considered and obtain a real structure
of the representation variety with respect to which representations of πR

1 ((X,σ);x)
behave remarkably (they are real points of this real structure). Note that we call it
a real structure because it can be shown that it is anti-holomorphic with respect to
the Narasimhan-Seshadri complex structure of the representation variety (see for
instance [Sch12]) but that, at this stage, it is just an involution. We denote by

R := Hom(π1(X;x);U(V ))/U(V )

the unitary representation variety of π1(X;x),

(3.5) R(σ, α) := HomZ/2Z(πR
1 ((X,σ);x);U(V ) oα Z/2Z)/U(V )
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the unitary representation variety of πR
1 ((X,σ);x) and

(3.6) κ :
R −→ R
[ρ] 7−→

[
Adα ◦ ρ ◦Ad−1

σ̃

]
the involution of the representation variety R obtaining by combining the previous
two. Note that κ depends both on σ and α.

Theorem 3.4. The map

Φ :
R(σ, α) −→ R

[ρ] 7−→
[
ρ|π1(X;x)

]
sends R(σ, α) to points of Fix(κ) ⊂ R. It is not surjective in general.

Proof. The involution κ takes the class of a group homomorphism

χ : π1(X;x) −→ U(V )

to the class of

Adα ◦ χ ◦Ad−1
σ̃ :

π1(X;x) −→ U(V )
f 7−→ αχ(σ̃−1fσ̃)α−1.

But, if χ lies in the image of Φ, then χ extends to a group homomorphism

ρ : πR
1 ((X,σ);x) −→ U(V ) oα Z/2Z.

So

Adα ◦ χ ◦Ad−1
σ̃ (f) = Adα ◦ ρ ◦Ad−1

σ̃ (f)

= α
(
ρ(σ̃−1)ρ(f)ρ(σ̃)

)
α−1

=
(
αρ(σ̃)−1

)
ρ(f)

(
αρ(σ̃)−1

)
=

(
αρ(σ̃)−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
∈U(V )

)
χ(f)

(
αρ(σ̃)−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
∈U(V )

)−1
.

Indeed, α and ρ(σ̃) both lie in the fibre above σ inside U(V ) oα Z/2Z, so αρ(σ̃)−1

lies in the fibre above the trivial element, hence belongs to U(V ). Therefore,
(Adα ◦ χ ◦Ad−1

σ̃ ) ∼U(V ) χ, which means that [χ] ∈ Fix(κ). We refer to [Sch12] for
the proof that Im Φ 6= Fix(κ) in general. �

Exercise 3.1. Show that the set of
(linear) real structures on a com-
plex vector space V is in bijec-
tion with the homogeneous space
GL(n;C)/GL(n;R), where n is the
complex dimension of V .

Exercise 3.2. Prove Lemma 3.1.
Prove that if a C-linear transformation
u has matrix A in a given real basis of
(V, α), then α ◦ u ◦ α−1 has matrix A,
the complex conjugate of A.

Exercise 3.3. Let G be a group. Con-
sider g ∈ G and f ∈ Aut(G). Show

that f ◦Adg ◦ f−1 = Adf(g) and that if
there is a short exact sequence

1 −→ G −→ H −→ I −→ 1

then there is a group homomorphism

I −→ Out(G) := Aut(G)/Inn(G)

where

Inn(G) := {Adg : g ∈ G}
is the group of inner automorphisms of
G.

Exercise 3.4.Check that the outer ac-
tion (3.4) is well-defined.
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Exercise 3.5. a. Show that, if σ(x) =
x, then the homomorphism

Z/2Z −→ Out(π1(X;x))

sends σ ∈ Z/2Z to the group auto-
morphism

σ∗ : π1(X;x) −→ π1(X;x)

induced by σ : X −→ X.
b. Show that, in this case, Z/2Z
in fact already acts to the left on
Hom(π1(X;x);U(V )), the action being
given by ρ 7−→ ρ ◦ σ−1

∗ .

Exercise 3.6. Let p : B −→ C be
a surjective group homomorphism and
denote by

(3.7) 1 −→ A −→ B −→ C −→ 1

the associated short exact sequence of
groups.
1. Let s : C −→ B be a group homo-
morphism satisfying p ◦ s = IdC (such
a map is called a splitting of the short
exact sequence (3.7)) and consider the

associated semi-direct product Aos C,
where

(a, c)(a′, c′) = (as(c)a′s(c)−1, cc′).

Show that the map

ϕs :
Aos C −→ B
(a, c) 7−→ a s(c)

induces an isomorphism of extensions
of C by A :

A −−−−→ Aos C −−−−→ C∥∥∥ yϕs ∥∥∥
A −−−−→ B −−−−→ C.

2. Let u ∈ A. Show that s′ := Adu ◦ s
is another splitting of (3.7) and that

AoAdu◦s C ' Aos C

as augmentations of C :
A −−−−→ B −−−−→ CyAdu

yAdu

∥∥∥
A −−−−→ B −−−−→ C.
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